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Chapter 1
A new management approach is needed

Until recently, mobile communications have been
a somewhat neglected area of information tech-
nology, and their use has been limited and
specialised. Organisations with an imperative
business need to communicate with vehicles and
staff on the move ♥ for example, taxi companies
and the emergency services ♥ have operated their
own private radio systems, but these usually
require a substantial investment in specialist
expertise and management time. Mobile telephony
has been regarded, at one extreme, as a ☁perk☂,
and at the other, as a tool strictly for use by top
management. The recent advent of cellular tele-
phoneservices in many countries has donelittle
to modify these views. Pagers have been widely
adopted in some countries, but their use tends to
be associated with very specific groups of users,
like doctors and maintenance engineers. In few
cases has the true business potential of mobile
communications beenrealised, let alone exploited.
As a consequence, mobile communications ser-
vices have receivedlittle management attention
in most organisations. Responsibility has been
devolved to the individual departments most
directly concerned. Coordinated purchasing has
been limited, and the use of mobile services has
developed independentlyof the useof other infor-
mation technology. When only paging, private
mobile radio, and public mobile telephony were
available, existing as separate services with no
facility for interconnection, and when they
fulfilled completely different requirements, this
state of affairs may have been acceptable. It is no
longer so.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS HAVE GREATLY
INCREASED THE IMPORTANCE OF
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Overthe past few years, a range of public mobile
communications services, which offer an alter-
native to private systems in an increasing range
of applications, has been madeavailable in many
countries: they open up new possibilities that it
would be uneconomical or impracticable for most
organisations to address with private systems. The
most important of the new services are cellular
telephony and display paging (where a telephone
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numberor a short message can be displayed on the
pager), both of which are now available in most
developed countries. In addition, the technology
to support data transmission to and from mobile
units is now available in commercial form, and
public mobile data communications and vehicle-
location services have been launched.

Mobile services are now accessible to a much
wider range of organisations than hitherto. Ser-
vices that were previously available only on
private systemsare nowoffered as public services,
with full back-up for customers without radio-
transmission skills. New technologies have greatly
increased the numberof customers whom mobile
services can support. Services are available in
more countries and overa higher proportion of the
land area (and, indeed,territorial waters) of those
countries. Prices have fallen dramatically, and
equipment and services are available in more
universally usable forms ♥ mobile terminals are
much smaller than they used to be, and trans-
mission quality has improvedsignificantly.

As the new services appear, the boundaries
betweenthe different types of mobile communi-
cations are being eroded. The systems supporting
mobile communications applications have become
more sophisticated, and mobile services are being
integrated with other systems andservicesas the
technologies converge. In France, the Radiocom
2000 system provides both a cellular telephony
service and a private mobile radio service, and
messages for the Alphapage message-paging
system can be input from terminals on the public
videotex service. In the United Kingdom,it is
possible to set up a direct link from a private
networkto a cellular telephony service provider☂s
switch, so that mobile telephones can be treated
as PABX extensions. Mobile data terminals can
access company computer systems in the same
way as conventional terminals.

These trends towards the availability of an
increasing range of services, and the convergence
of services, both with each other and with other
systems technologies, will continue, and will make
mobile services acceptable and accessible to a new
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and growing range of customers. The marketis
growing at a remarkable rate and thereis no sign
that this rate is going to slacken. The European
market for cellular telephones, for example,is
expected to continue to grow at an annual rate of
over 40 per cent for the next few years, to reach
3.4 million, or 1 per cent of the total population,
by 1992. In the longer term,the industry expects
that 5 per cent of the population will be using
cellular telephones. The usage of other mobile
communications services can be expected to grow
at a similar rate. These growth rates represent a
substantial increase in the importance of mobile
communications in the telecommunications en-
vironment as a whole.
Some organisations have already recognised thisand have taken steps to exploit the benefits thatmobile services can bring. Clearly, some types oforganisation are particularly dependent on mobilecommunications to conduct their business, butmost can gain significant benefits from the intro-duction of selected applications. The introductionof mobile communications can produce quitediverse benefits: they enable organisations to bemore responsive, both to their customers and toemergencies that arise within their own organi-sations; they cut fuel and manpower costs byfacilitating more effective scheduling of vehiclesand staff on the move; they can enable valuablestaff to make productive use of travelling time.While it is not always easy to put a precise valueon the advantages to be derived from mobilecommunications, actual cost savings can bedemonstrated in many cases.
These, and the other benefits that organisationscan potentially derive fromthe use of mobile com-munications, are discussed further in Chapter 2.The main types of mobile communications services(summarised in Figure 1.1), the products on whichthey are based, and the remarkable growth anddevelopment of the market are described inChapter 3.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS NOWDESERVE TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY
The developments discussed above meanthat, by1993, mobile services will account for more than10 per cent of spending on telecommunications inmost companies. Foundation members can nolonger afford, therefore,to treat mobile communi-cations in an ad hoc manner. Mobile communi-cations needto be plannedfor and managedin thesame way as other areas of information tech-nology (IT), and coordinated with them. Organi-sations therefore need to extend the scope of theirIT strategy to include mobile communications.Where mobile communications are not actively

  

 

  

 

managed, operations become inefficient, un-necessary costs are incurred, and opportunities todevelop the businessin the future are jeopardised.In such cases, organisations are failing to reap thecommercial benefits that mobile communicationscould bring.
   Figure 1.1 Mobile communications technologies makea wide range of services possible

 

     Natureof the service
An alerting service that activates asmall, portable terminal (pager) eitherto emita toneor to display ateleohonenumber or a short message. Pagingmessages are transmitted on a singlechannel, one-way only, and each pageris identified by a code so that itresponds only to the messagesaddressedtoit.

Service
Paging        

     
      

 

 

Cellular telephony A mobile telephone service using anumberof low-powertransmitters (basestations), each of which providesservice within a small, well-defined area,ofcell. Cellular systems can cater formore users than traditional mobiletelephonesystems becausethe samefrequencies can be re-used in non-adjacentcells.     
  

  

Mobile data
communications Mobile services that support datacommunications. In some cases, theytransmit data only; in others, theysupport voice as well.

 

   
Also known as land mobile satelliteservices (as opposed to satelliteservicesfor ships andaircraft). Plannedservices include paging, vehiclelocation, and messaging.

Satellite-based mobile
Services

   

In-car information
services

 

A service that provides trafficinformation, and in somecases, advice onroutes, to drivers.   
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Chapter 1 A new management approach is needed

Because of the growing need to integrate mobile
communications with fixed networksand existing
systems, and because of the increasing share of
the telecommunications budget that mobile com-
munications will represent in most organisations
inthe next few years, we recommend that systems
departments take responsibility for mobile com-
munications. This will, of course, have wide-
ranging implications for the systems department.
Systems directors will have to ensure that the
telecommunications managers, to whom they will
logically delegate responsibility for mobile com-
munications, are well informed about the new
technologies so that they are in a position to
provide support for users, and guidelines for the
use of particular products and services. Systems
departments will also have an important role to
play in identifying requirements for specific
applications, selecting appropriate types of mobile
service to meet these needs, and choosing
competent and reliable suppliers. These aspects
of the systems department☂s role in planning for
the introduction of mobile communications, and
in managingtheir use, are discussed in Chapter4.

SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
In this report, we are concerned only with wide-
area mobile communications ♥ that is, com-
munication with people or vehicles travelling
away from the site at which they are based. On-
site paging systems,short-range radio telephones
(☁walkie-talkies☂), infra-red communication within
rooms, and other aspectsof the ☁cable-less☂ office,
were excluded from the scope of the research.
Our recommendations are based on an extensive
programme of research carried out during the
spring, summer, and early autumn of 1988. The
questionnaires sent out to Foundation members
at the start of the research yielded 111 responses
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and much valuable information on the current
levels of use and the applications of mobile
communications, and on the barriers to more
extensive use. We undertook a literature search
to review mobile communications technologies
and their current state of development, and to
identify advancedapplications. Over 50 users and
suppliers of mobile communications products and
services were interviewed in 12 countries on four
continents. Mobile communications are, however,
most highly developed and most widely used in
the United Kingdom, Scandinavia, the United
States, Australia, and Hong Kong. The examples
described in this report, and the prices quoted,
therefore apply particularly to these countries. We
also sought the views of two leading mobile com-
munications industry experts, John Carlton and
Nigel Cawthorne. John Carlton is an independent
consultant who recently retired from a senior
position with Pye Telecommunications Ltd (now
Philips Radio Communication Systems Ltd), where
he wasresponsible for mobile radio developments.
He has also served on many mobile communi-
cations industry committees and standards
development groups. Nigel Cawthorne is the
editor of European Mobile Communications
Report.

The research was led by Karol Szlichcinski, a
senior consultant with Butler Cox in London, who
has extensive experience of studies of the business
applications of telecommunications services. He
was assisted by Cathal Conaty in the United
Kingdom, and by Michel Lederman, Lothar
Schmidt, and Onno Schroder from Butler Cox☂s
offices in Paris, Munich, and Amsterdam
respectively. Expert guidance was provided by
Ray Northcott, a principal consultant with Butler
Cox in London,and byBill Sherratt, an associate
of Butler Cox, both of whom have extensive
experience in mobile communications.



Chapter 2
Mobile communications can bring substantial
business benefits

Mobile communications services are only nowbeginning to be regardedas serious businesstools.In their early days, mobile telephones acquired thereputation of being little more than executivetoys, and pagers have been almost exclusivelyusedin certain very specific applications. Existingpaging, private mobile radio, and mobile telephoneservices can, however,bring substantial businessbenefits, in terms of more effective use of humanand physical resources, which can result in com-petitive advantagesor cost savings. Some of thegreatest benefits arelikely to arise from the useof mobile data communications that arestill intheir infancy. For some types of organisation(freight-haulage companieswith fleets of trucks,for example), it is easy to see how mobilecommunications can provide benefits. Ourresearch shows, however, that most organisationscan obtain significant benefits from the intro-duction of selected mobile communicationsapplications.
The main reason that the use of mobile com-munications is not more widespreadis that manyorganisations believe the costs to be too high inrelation to the benefits. We believe that, althoughthe costs can be substantial, they can be justified,for specific applications, and in most types oforganisation. Furthermore, the overall costs ofmobile communications are likely to fall, makingit easier to justify their use.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CREATECOMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES ANDREDUCE COSTS
Mobile communications enable more effective useto be made of people and physical resources,allowing the organisation andits staff to be moreresponsive to customer demands and to un-expected events. Sometimes, mobile services canbe used as an alternative to conventional tele-communications, and they can also be used as partof an inclusive customer-service package. In manycases, they can result in a distinct competitiveadvantagefor the organisation concerned, and canoften reduce costs at the same time.

GREATER RESPONSIVENESS
The greatest benefit of mobile communications tomost organisationsis that staff can keep in touchwhile they are away from their offices, and hence,be moreresponsive. This responsiveness may beto customers with requests that can be reactedtoimmediately, or it may be to events, such as achange in share prices or a major delay at anairport or on the road. The quality of the responseis improvedas well as its timing becausestaff cancontact their office (or other sources) for infor-mation. A fast responseis essential for emergencyservices, andit is not surprising that they were theearliest civilian users of mobile communicationsservices. Mobile communications play a vital rolein directing police to where they are needed,alerting hospitals to the requirements of patientsin ambulances, coordinating firemenat the site ofa large fire, contacting the relevant authoritieswhen the threat of pollution requires urgentattention, and notifying the relevant servicesabout emergencies in the public utilities.
Other organisations and individuals in a widerange of business areas can also obtain benefitsfrom the greater responsiveness possible withmobile communications. Using mobile communi-cations,sales staff have been able to make contactwith potential customers much more quickly, andto provide detailed information on the spot, thusputting them in

a

strongposition to get a contractsigned. Support engineers who are on the road canbe notified of emergencies and can be directed tothe customer☂s site. Road-haulage companies,knowing exactly where their trucks are at alltimes, can respond quickly to changed customerrequirements, and can send help immediately incase of breakdowns. Financial dealers are alertedby their portable terminals or pagers when theprices of particular shares change by a givenamount, and can act on that informationimmediately. Fishermen can inform their col-leaguesat seaofthe location of shoals of fish; withcellular telephony, they cando this without beingoverheard by competitors.
Thecase histories in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 describethe advantagesthat two organisations have gained
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Chapter 2. Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

from the greater responsiveness provided by
mobile communications. It is not always easy to
place a value on greater responsiveness, however,
becausethe benefits arise largely from theability
to react to irregular and unpredictable events.
Measuring the reduction in the average time taken
to respond to a query, or the increase in the
numberof face-to-face sales contacts, gives some
indication of the benefits. Sometimes, managers
can quote the value of specific deals that have
been closed because of the availability of mobile

communications. An alternative approach is to
look at the performanceof the organisation as a
whole, before and after the introduction of mobile
communications ♥ for example, measures of
system resilience where systemsstaff have been
provided with mobile communications, or in-
creased turnover when a road transport company
has introduced mobile communications.
MORE PRODUCTIVE USE OF RESOURCES
Using mobile communications, managers and
other highly paid staff can make productive use
 

Hewlett-Packard Ltd
Hewlett-Packard Ltd is one of the largest suppliers of
computer systemsin the United Kingdom, with a turnover
of £428 million ($770 million) in 1987. It has over 600staff
with cellular telephones, most of them sales account
managers and customer support engineers.
Account managers responsible for sales of commercial
systems have portable cellular telephonesso that they can
be contacted at any time by customers. Commercial
systemsare usually large configurations, and timing is
critical in sales of this kind. Sales staff claim that they have
won somecontracts because they were able to contact
potential customers, or be contacted, atcritical times in a
deal. On occasions,sales staff also use the facility of
diverting their calls to a voice-messaging system.
Customer support engineers are provided with a Hewlett-
Packard HP110 portable personal computer, and their
cars are equipped with a cellular telephone and a Racal-
Vodata modem that usesthe cellular data link control
(CDLC) protocol. The support engineers run the
Advancelink communications package ontheir portable
computers to exchange data over the Vodafone network
both with a scheduling system that downloadsinformation
aboutcalls to be made, and with the company☂s electronic
mail system. Communication is asynchronous, at 1200 bit/s,

Figure 2.1 Greater responsivenesshassignificantly improved the service offered by a supplier of computer systems

via an RS232 interface between the personal computer
and the modem.The cost is about £1,700 ($3,060) per
installation, which includes the cellular telephone and the
modem. The personal computer (with 1 megabyte
of memory) and the software are Hewlett-Packard☂s own,
but would cost about £3,000 ($5,400) in the
marketplace.
The benefit to Hewlett-Packard is improved productivity;
engineers can make more calls per day and can be
provided with more information about each call.
Information on the availability of parts, or technical back-
up, is provided via electronic mail. Information can be
transmitted while engineers are on the move, and stored
in the personal computer for access when required.
Hewlett-Packard has also installed a 2M bit/s Megastream
private circuit link from its corporate telecommunications
network to the Vodafone switch. Compared with access
over the public telephone network, the private circuit gives
quicker call set-up time, better quality, direct-to-desk
dialling and, aboveall, cost savings: call charges are
typically reduced from about 35p (63c)/minute to about
20p (36c)/minute. The one-off costs were between£10,000 ($18,000) and £20,000 ($36,000)for multiplexors,
PABX cards, and Megastreaminstallation. The
Megastream rental is about £11,000 ($19,800) a year.
 
 

Cheltenham and Gloucester Building Society
The Cheltenham and Gloucester Building Society is one of
the top 10 building societies in the United Kingdom.
(Building societies are UK financial institutions providing
savings accounts, mortgages ♥ thatis, loans for house
purchase ♥ and otherfinancial services.) Competition in
the market for providing mortgages is acute; the
Cheltenham and Gloucester reviewed the service it was
providing andsetitself the objective of reducing the time
it took to make a mortgageoffer.
As part of the preparation of a mortgage offer, a valuer
visits the house for which the mortgage is being requested
and assessesits physical condition andlikely market
value. The valuation process, with the building society
instructing the valuer, and the valuer making an
appointment with the current occupants of the house,
viewing the house, and writing and submitting a report,
could take several days and caused the longest delay in
the process of making a mortgageoffer.
The Cheltenham and Gloucester has used mobile
communications to reduce this delay radically. About 20
valuers now have cars equipped with a Motorola car Figure 2.2 Greater responsiveness has dramatically improved a building society☂s service to potential house buyers

telephone and a Sharp 200 facsimile machine set up to
transmit overthe cellular telephone network. The
installation was developed in conjunction with Astec, an
airtime and equipmentretailer. When a customer requests
a mortgage, the mortgage proposal, with details of the
property on which the mortgageis required,is faxed to
the valuer in his car. The valuer uses the car telephone to
make an appointment to view the house, the same day if
possible. When he conducts the survey,hefills out a
special form, designed to be quick to complete, and faxes
it back to the manager of the building society branch
handling the mortgage application.
The target time for converting proposals into offers of a
mortgage is 36 hours: sometimes,it takes less time,
occasionally more. During the pilot study, one delighted
customer received an offer just two hours after handing in
his proposal ♥ but that was exceptional.
All internal procedures have been streamlined to ensure
that the customer receives the best and quickest possible
service: the investment in technology, coupled with simple
procedures, helps to achievethis.  
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits
of their time when theyare travelling. Many of
the managers we interviewedsaid that they used
train and car journeys to catch up on routine
telephone calls or to reviewactivities with their
staff. Figure 2.3 shows how, in the United
Kingdom, the increase in productive time of amanager who makes 40 calls a week while
travelling more than compensates for the cost ofa mobile telephoneand theincreased call costs.(We hope that it is not necessary to remindFoundation membersthatit is not safe to use a☁hands-on☂ mobile communications terminal whiledriving a car.)
Mobile services permit moreeffective schedulingandallocation of vehicles and staff on the move.In manyjobs, wherestaff are on the road mostofthe time,it is highly desirable to be able to adjusttheir calling schedule during the day, either totake account ofjobs that have taken moreorlesstime than expected, or to respondto cancellationsand newcalls. Mobile communications makethispossible. The scale of the benefits will depend onthe precise nature of the organisation☂s opera-tions. As an indication of the potential, however,organisations employing teams of service engineershave foundthat the use of mobile communications(sometimes in conjunction with computer-assisteddispatching) has enabled them to increase the
 
Figure 2.3 Use of mobile telephones by managerscan producea netbenefit to theirorganisations

Take a UK managerona salary of £30,000 a year.
Total cost of his employmentto the company: say £60,000 ayear.
Assume he makes 40 calls a week from his Car, of averageduration 2.5 minutes.(Thisis the average usage rate reportedin a 1987 survey in the United Kingdom.)
Total calling time: 100 minutes a week, or 20 minutes a day.If he works a ten-hour day,thisrepresents an annual increase of1/30th in his productive time,COUN AO eeeeea£2,000
Against this must be set the costof the mobile telephone, and theadditional costs of mobile callscompared with fixed-link ones.
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average numberof calls per day made by theirengineers by between 20 and 66 per cent.
Moreeffective scheduling through mobile com-municationsalso permits more effective use ofvehicles for any organisation operating fleets ofvehicles ♥ for example, road-haulage, bus andtaxicompanies, courier and parcel-delivery firms, andoperators of specialist vehicles such as recoveryvehicles. Figure 2.4 describes the experience ofa large freight-transport company whose use ofmobile communications has enabled it to scheduleits vehicles so successfully that it has won anumberof major contracts from competitors and,at the sametime, achieved significant cost savings.In 1982, a wide-ranging study of the UK transportindustry predicted that the use of mobile com-municationscould, on average, reduce the runningtime of each vehicle by two hours a week,equivalent to £1,900 ($3,400) per vehicle peryear,and cut fuel costs by 10 per cent (£600 ($1,000)per vehicle per year) if the same level of businesswas maintained. The transport businesses that canbenefit most from mobile communications arethose that need to do multiple pick-ups anddeliveries during a single trip.

Savings are, indeed, achieved in practice. Thetransport company quoted in Figure 2.4 found thatits vehicle-location system enabledit to reduce theempty mileage covered by its trucks. SouthernCounties Garages, a vehicle-recovery operationbased in the south of England, noted a markedimprovementin its operations whenit installedequipmentin its recovery vehicles to access BandThree Radio, a private trunked mobile radiosystem.Priorto the installation of the Band ThreeRadio system, each vehicle-recovery operationtypically required 11 calls, with drivers usingpagers, public telephones, and their home tele-phones to contact the garage. Savings in com-munications costs, with four mobile units,amounted to $570 ($1,025) per quarter. Inaddition, Southern Counties Garages wasable toincrease productivity by 35 per cent, with thesame fleet and the same numberof drivers, andto reduce vehicle running costs by eliminatingunnecessary mileage. As a result, the business hasbeen expanded; the recovery fleet has beenincreased from six to nine vehicles in the yearsince the system wasinstalled.
A majorfactor contributing to the more effectiveuse of staff and vehicles is the elimination ofrepeat visits to their home base for informationaboutthe next call. Perhapsthe clearest examplewefound was ofa utility company, San Diego Gasand Electric, that has installed cellular facsimileequipmentin a van used by the staff who repairpowerlines and gaspipes in outlying areas. Therepair team no longer has to return to base tocollect the informationit requires onsite because
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

it can now be faxed to the van.In addition, the
team can consult its base for technical back-up,
using the associated mobile telephone. For a
capital cost of $5,000, and operating costs of
petween $150 and $200 a month,the system saves
petween 30 and 40 man-hours a month per team,
and also enables the repair team to give customers
a quicker and better service.

IMPROVED SAFETY AND SECURITY
OF STAFF AND VEHICLES
Mobile communications services can also make a
substantial contribution to the safety of staff, and
to the security of both staff and vehicles. For
example, maintenance and engineering staff
working in potentially hazardouslocations can use
portable radio terminals to keep in continuous
contact, or to call for help in the case of an
accident. Police officers and othersecurity staff
can use portable radios to call for assistance; the
police in the United Kingdom use open-channel
technology, so that all officers can hear all
communications.

Mobile communications can also improve the
security of vehicles. Many of the financial insti-
tutions we interviewed haveinstalled mobile radio
terminals in vehicles used for carrying valuable

documents, to provide rapid contact with base in
case of an emergency. Specialist security firms
carrying valuable items use mobile radio terminals
as a matter of course. Vehicle-location technology
will, in future, be particularly valuable in improv-
ing the security of bulk shipments of high-value
goodslike cigarettes, spirits, consumerelectronics,
and fashion goods.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO FIXED SERVICES
Mobile communications can provide a back-up to
fixed services in an emergency, or where fixed-
link telephone services are inadequate. For two
weeks, after a fire had destroyed a local telephone
exchange, one US bank used a mobile telephone
in a parked car to order cash for customers and
to arrange wire transfers. A Californian branch of
another bank used a similar method to transact
business after an earthquake had cut telephone
lines. Several of the banks and financial insti-
tutions we interviewed now havepools of mobile
telephones that they cancall on in an emergency.
Police forces, which,in the past, relied on private
circuits to back up the public telephone network,
now use their radio systems as a back-up to
telephonecircuits. They also usecellular radio for
connections to emergency transportable control
rooms.
 

fleet of trucks

Frederick Transport
Frederick Transport, of Dundas, Ontario, Canada,is a
road-haulage companyproviding general and specialised
freight transport, with an annual turnover of $67 million. It
runsa fleet of 600 trucks and 1,100 trailers in Canada
and the United States, delivering car parts on

a

☁just-in-
time☂ basis to car-manufacturing and assembly plants.
One-hundred-and-fifty of the trucks are nowfitted with
vehicle-location and satellite-communications equipment,
and the company hasplans to equip thetotalfleet by the
summer of 1989.
Frederick Transport uses the Radio Determination Satellite
Service (RDSS) offered by the Geostar Corporation. RDSS
System 2 uses Loran technology to define locations to
within one-sixteenth of a mile; good Loran signal coverage
is available throughout most of North America. The trucks
are fitted with a positionfinding terminal, combined with a
transmit-only satellite terminal, and a terminal with a
keypad and small screen in the cab to enable the driver
to send simple messagesto base. Information about
location and other messages are sent back via a Geostar
satellite to Geostar☂s earth station and computer centre,
and hence,to Frederick Transport by telephoneline.
The benefits to Frederick Transport☂s customers are
considerable. Just-in-time plants typically carry a reserve
of parts to support only a few hours of production, and
the cost of stopping the production line has been
estimated at US$60,000 to $100,000 per hour by one car
manufacturer. Chartering a plane to get parts direct from
the supplier in the event of a shortage can cost upwards
of US$10,000. Knowing that a truck has been delayed
enables the manufacturer to minimise these costs. Vehicle
location provides better information on the status of 

Figure 2.4 A road-haulage company has saved money for itself and its customers by timely schedulingof its

shipments andestimated times ofarrival, giving Frederick
Transport greaterflexibility ♥ perhaps to redirect
truckloads of parts, at the customer's request, to the plant
where they are needed most urgently.
The system enables Frederick to give its customers a
better service than its competitors can, and has already
helped it to win a number of major contracts. It has also
enabled the company to decrease the mileage covered by
its trucks while unloaded, through more effective planning;
the loaded mile factor (ratio of miles driven while loaded to
total miles driven) has been increased by 2 percent,
equivalent to increased revenue of US$181 pertruck per
month. In addition, the trucks equipped with satellite units
experienced a 9.5 per centincrease in miles run per
month. Drivers used to make telephone calls back to base
every four hours to report on their progress; the number
of calls, with the attendant time wastage, has been
reduced, equivalent to a saving of US$26 a month.
Against these benefits must be set equipmentcosts of
US$3,450 per truck (equivalent to US$122 per month over
three years, assuming currentrates of interest) and
Geostar☂s service charge of US$45 a month.
Over the next 18 months, Frederick Transport intends to
implement a computerisedartificial-intelligence dispatch
system to gain additional productivity. Early in 1989, a
Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) satellite system will
be installed to replacetheterrestrial data lines. This will
provide for a 15-second responsetime from any mobile
truck unit to a dispatch centre. Frederick Transport is
looking forward to a 20 per cent growth in revenuesin
4989, two-thirds of which will be attributable to the system. 
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

Mobile services are also vital where the publictelephoneservice is poor or nonexistent. Weinter-viewed an oil company, which has 40 separateprivate mobile radio networks operating in theMiddle East. It uses them to communicate withstaff working on pipelines, construction sites, andoffshore drilling platformsas well as with aircraft,marinefleets, land vehicles, and staff patrollingsites. The networks are also used for disasterrecovery ♥ for example, to back up microwavelinks. This companytold us that the overall impactof mobile communicationsonits operationsis verylarge, and that it would have great difficultyoperating without them.
AN ADDITIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE
Mobile services can be used to enhancean overallservice provided to customers, either as a value-added element that distinguishes one supplier☂sservice from its competitors☂, or as an additionalrevenue generator. Some car-rental companieshave differentiated their service from that ofcompetitors by providing mobile telephones intheir more expensivehire cars. SAS, the inter-nationalairline of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway,provides mobile telephonesin airport limousines,as a service to customers (in some cases, as partof an inclusive service package). Mobile telephonescan nowbefitted in taxis, trains, andcivil aircraft.In all cases, they attract customers and generateadditional earnings for the transport operator.
MOBILE DATA SERVICES PROMISEEVEN GREATER BENEFITS THANVOICE SERVICES
The use of mobile data communicationsis in itsinfancy but they can already deliver even greaterbenefits than mobile voice communications. (Weare concerned here with full data communi-cations, not message paging or vehicle-locationtechnology; while thelatter also have advantagesover voice communications, their ability to transmitinformationis limited.) The main applications thathave emerged so far for mobile data communi-cations are:
♥ Dispatching more detailed messages thanwould be possible with mobile voice communi-cations or message-paging.
♥ Communicating data that has to be input to oraccessed from a computer system.
♥ Communicating information not suitable forvoice transmission, such as graphical materialor medical data.
♥ Communicating via an unattended terminal.
Mobile data systems can, in principle, provideusers with access to a range of computer systemsboth within and external to the company con-cerned. Mobile users can thus be provided with

a similar level of computer-systems support andaccess to information that they enjoy in theiroffices. In a pilottrial, currently in progress,theFrench nationalpolice haveinstalled mobile dataterminals in their vehicles. Police can use theterminals to access the police national databasefrom their cars. For example, a patrolman cancheckthe record of an offending motorist whomhe has stopped for speeding; for any but thefirstoffence, the on-the-spot fine can be appropriatelyincreased. Whena suspectis picked up,the policecan access the database immediately to check hisorher credentials. The trial has already shownthat the mobile link can greatly increase theeffectiveness of police operations.
Few organisations have yet explored the impli-cations of the development of mobile data systemsin any depth, however. While there are still sometechnical problems (discussed on page 20), thelong-term implications are likely to be far-reaching, in terms of business opportunities andoperations, and moresignificant than the benefitsprovided by other forms of mobile communi-cations. The main types of advantages of mobiledata communications over mobile voice systemsare described below.
DATA TRANSMISSION REQUIRES
LESS AIR TIME
In most applications, a data message can be sentsubstantially more quickly than the equivalentvoice communication. Comparisonsfor a range ofapplications are shown in Figure 2.5. The voicemessage may take up to 20 times as long as thedata message. This is particularly important wherethe chargesfor air time are high, as for cellulartelephony, or where channel capacity is strictlylimited and has to meet an increasing volume ofuse, aS on many private radio systems. In thetraffic-police application listed in Figure 2.5, thecosts of the data and voice calls are 7.5p (13.5c)and $1.15 ($2.10) or more, respectively. Facedwith major congestion on the radio channels usedby police officers to call in for information fromits computer systems, a US police departmentrecently spent $3 million on a mobile data system;the alternative was to change to another frequencyband and spend between $20 and $25 millionreplacing 3,000 items of equipment.
    

    

  

Figure 2.5 A data message can be sent more quicklythan the equivalent voice communication
Application Voice message Data messageTraffic police 4.5 minutes Less than 20seconds
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Chapter 2. Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

MOBILE DATA APPLICATIONS CAN IMPROVE
THE SPEED AND QUALITY OF RESPONSE
In dispatching applications, mobile data systems
give a faster response than mobile voice systems.
Voice dispatching systems require drivers to
respond before they can be given instructions;
where the airwaves are congested, it can take a
long time to establish contact with mobilestaff.
With data systems, a message can be received in
as little as five seconds from the keying of the
order. The more rapid response possible from
using mobile data systems in dispatching
operations can create a competitive advantage for
organisations such as taxi operators. US taxi
companiesinstalling mobile data communications,
in conjunction with computer dispatching systems,
report that they handle up to 30 per cent more
business with the samefleet of cars and drivers.
The experience of a Danish taxi company,
illustrated in Figure 2.6, shows how the use of
mobile data communications has helped it to
maintain its level of business in a declining
market. Mobile data communications can also
improve the quality of the response. For example,
computer-service engineers can have all the
information they need about a customer☂s
installation sent to terminals in their cars as they
drive to the site.
MOBILE DATA REQUIRES FEWER,
AND LESS-SKILLED, DISPATCHING STAFF
In dispatching applications, the same workload
can be supported by fewer staff when com-
puterised mobile data systems are used. Moreover,
the staff do not needto be so skilled (and hence,
are less expensive to employ). In one dispatching

application, a team of 12 operators was reduced
to four when a mobile data system was intro-
duced. One UKorganisation, which uses teams of
mobile service engineers, recently computerised
its dispatching operation; skilled dispatchers were
replaced by office staff with no formal qualifi-
cations, at salaries more than 30 per cent lower
than those paid to the skilled dispatchers.
Conventional dispatchers take several years to
reach full proficiency, whereas staff on the new
system take only eight hours to train.
MOBILE DATA REDUCES ERRORS
Mobile data systems can greatly reduce errors.
Voice communicationsoverradio links of variable
quality give plenty of opportunity for errors, and
further errors arise whenthe information relayed
over the voice link is transcribed, rekeyed, or
memorised. In one application, requiring the
transmission of 4,000-character messages from
mobile units for entry into a computer system at
base, eventrained staff made a minimum ofeight
errors per message when voice transmission was
used; the errors were virtually eliminated with
mobile data communications. In general, errors
are greatly reduced when messages are keyed into
a mobile terminal that can access the relevant
computer systemsdirectly over mobile communi-
cations links, or when messages from a dispatching
centre are printed out by the mobile unit to give
a permanentrecord.
MOBILE DATA CAN PROVIDE EXTRA
SERVICE CAPABILITIES
Electronic data capture and direct interaction
with computer systems enable additionalfacilities
 

Kébenhavn Taxa
Kdbenhavn Taxa is a company operating 820taxis in
Copenhagen. Sixteen months ago,it had a computerised
dispatch system supplied and installed by Mobile Data
International (MDI) of Canada. The systems integration
was done by MDI on the advice of some Canadian taxi
companies that had experience of developing systems
and warned against ☁do-it-yourself☂.
Prior to the installation of the system, a large group of
operators took telephonecalls and passed orders to a
dispatcher. The dispatcher gave instructions over a voice
radio link to the taxi driver; it took between one and five
minutes to pass on each order because taxi drivers did
not always respond immediately. Now, the operators take
an order and typeit into a terminal. The computerfinds a
free taxi in the district concerned and sendsthe orderto a
terminalin the taxi. The whole process takes aboutfive
seconds from the keying of the order.
The MDIterminalin the taxi is linked to the radio and to
the meter, so that the computer knows whenthe taxi is
free. The pick-up addressis transmitted to the terminal,
andthe driver can acknowledgeit with a single key. AS
the taxi driver enters eachdistrict, he registers his
whereabouts. Customers can also book directly. 

Figure 2.6 A quicker responseto calls has helped a taxi company to remain competitive in a declining market

Kébenhavn Taxa has between 8,000 and 9,000 customers
who bookthis way, leaving the operators free to take
othercalls.
Kdébenhavn Taxa☂s market share has increased asa result
of the system. The taxi business in Denmark has declined
by 20 per cent overall in the last year; Kébenhavn Taxa☂s
business has increased by between one and two percent.
The numberof operators taking calls has been reduced
by 30 per cent, to 35. Other costs have been reduced,
and instructions are sent out more quickly. The system
cost Dkr25 million ($3.6 million); payback is expected to
take two to three years.
As a next step, the company is working with a printer
manufacturer to get printed receipts directly from the
meter. In conjunction with the computer dispatch system,
this will give the companya daily printout of all work, with
indications of the distance travelled and the time for each
trip, and betweeneachtrip. This will enable the company
to offer a better service to customers, and provide
evidence to support drivers should any dispute arise
about the choice of route or delays in the delivery of
parcels.  
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits
to be provided by mobile data systems. In one
service-engineering application, invoices are
printed and domestic (as opposed to business)
customers pay on the spot. This contrasts with thenormal time of between 30 and 60 days for
receiving payments from domestic customers.
Additionalservices can be provided automatically
in dispatching applications ♥ for example, theability for customersto dial the computerofa taxicompanydirectly and use a pre-arranged code toobtain a rapid response. In addition, mobile datacommunications can provide extensive manage-ment information that can be used to improve thequality of service(listing ofjobs not completed ontime, for example) or to monitor staff performance(printouts of mileage for specific trips, andbetween fares, for example).

MOST ORGANISATIONS CAN OBTAINBENEFITS FROM MOBILECOMMUNICATIONS
Someorganisations, especially those in the fieldof transport, public utilities, emergency services,and organisations providing maintenance servicesand technical support on customers☂ premises, areparticularly dependent on mobile communications.Even those that are not, however, will usuallyhave applications where the use of mobile com-munications could be a great advantage to them.Senior managers, for example, often spend a lotof time out of the office; salesmen spend most oftheir time on the road; staff concerned with sitemanagement, building facilities, and buildingmaintenance spendlittle or no time at their baseoffice or desk; key staff mayhaveto becalled in,outside normal working hours; drivers of goods orpassenger vehicles are constantly on the move. Allthese staff can increase their responsiveness orproductivity with mobile communications ser-vices, to the benefit of their organisation.
Mobile communications services will becomeincreasingly important as customers demandhigher levels of service, and as organisationsbecomeless tolerant of being unable to contactstaff whoare on the move. There are already someareas of business whereit is now difficult to becompetitive without the use of mobile communi-cations; the numberof businesses to which thisapplies will continueto increasein the future. Ourresearch shows that many of the organisationsthat have not yet begun to use mobile com-munications are holding back because theyperceive the costs to be too high.

COSTS CAN BE HIGH BUT ARE FALLING
In response to the questionnaire sent out toFoundation members at the beginning of the

10

research, membersindicated that cost was by farthe greatest perceivedbarrier to the use of mobilecommunications. Indeed, the costs of installingand using mobile systems can be substantial, butthey can oftenbejustified in view of the benefitsthat can be gained. Typical costs for cellulartelephones, private mobile radio, and vehicle-location systemsare discussed below. The generaltrend is that costs of mobile communicationsequipmentarefalling.
CELLULAR TELEPHONES
Thetotal cost (including equipment and usage) ofa cellular telephone can vary between about$1,000 and $6,000 a year depending on countryand level of use. Assuming that the cost of theequipment is written off over three years, thetotal annualcost (including usage) for one Swedishorganisation is about $1,500, whichis similar tothe median costs incurred by Australianorganisations. For a UK organisation, the totalannual costs for two differentusers are $1 ,200 and$5,800, which illustrates that, even in the sameorganisation, the level of use can varysignificantly.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show how both the purchaseprices of cellular telephones and the tariffs fortheir use vary from country to country. Whenapplications are considered that require, say, a
 

Figure 2.7 Prices of mobile cellular telephones vary ri]from country to country
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

fleet of 1,000 vehicles to be fitted with mobile
terminals,or a national salesforce of thousands to
be provided with cellular telephones, the invest-
ment can be daunting. There are, however, few
☁hidden☂ costs with mobile systems; some admini-
strative effort may be required, but the costs will
not be significant compared with purchase and
usage charges.

PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO
The capital cost of private mobile radio systems
consists of equipment costs and operating costs,
which include such items as landline and trans-
mitter-site rentals, and operating and main-
tenance staff. A full list of the main cost itemsis
given in Figure 2.9 overleaf. Equipmentcosts are
discussed in this section. Other costs vary widely,
depending on the scale and complexity of the
system in question and its particular character-
istics. Private mobile radio services may provide
voice communications alone, or data communi-
cations, usually with voice as well.
Voice communications
The simplest private radio system in the United
Kingdom,with theaerial located on the samesite
as the basestation, will cost about $2,000 ($3,600)

for the base transceiver, $800 ($1,450) for a
desktop control unit, and between £200 and £400
($360 and $720) per vehicle for the mobile units.
The cost rises sharply if the aerialis to be located
at a remotesite: the landline to connect it to the
base station will cost in the order of £10,000
($18,000) to install.
Private mobile radio servicesare also provided by
third-party operators offering the shared use of
trunked mobile radio systems. Thetariffs for these
public systems are structured differently from
those for cellular telephony. Typically, the user
purchases a terminal and then pays a service
charge that includes all calls. In the United
Kingdom,a terminal will cost about £700 ($1,300),
and service chargesstart at $15 to $25 ($27 to $45)
a month, depending on the coverage required.
Data communications
The most common application of mobile data
communications systemsis data dispatch, where
data communications are used to schedule the
activities of a vehicle andits crew. A basic private
mobile data communications system for data
dispatch typically requires equipmentsimilar to
that used in a private mobile voice communications
system, but with additional data equipment to
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Figure 2.8 Peak-rate cellular tariffs vary from country to country
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

interface with it at the base station and in the
vehicle. The communications control unit and
radio transceiver cost between £1,000 and $2,000
($1,800 and $3,600). In addition, a personal com-puter and a special software package costing about£500 ($900)will be required to provide the controlinterface on the user☂s premises. Each vehicle willneed a radio costing between £500 ($900) and£1,400 ($2,500), depending on the transmission
technology used, and some form of data terminal;printers start at about £300 ($550), and displaysat £400 ($700). Thus, a complete system for a fleetof eight vehicles can be obtained for under£10,000 ($18,000).
Thecosts of larger-scale data dispatching systemsare substantial, ranging from $2.7 million for a UStaxi company with 650 mobile units, to $5.4million for a US police department with 3,000mobile units. Software accountsfor a substantial
 

Figure 2.9 The cost of a private mobile radio systemincludes both capital and operating costs

Capital costs
Basestation(s)

Operating costs
Landline to transmitterMobile units Site rentalsControl unit OperatorsInstallation costs Maintenancestaff or main-Licence tenance contracts   

proportion ofthese figures. A radio terminal forthe Mobitex data service in Sweden, which jsdesigned specifically to provide a private mobiledata communications service, costs aboutSkr15,000 ($2,400) excluding printer or display.(Mobitex is discussed in more detail on page 21.)
VEHICLE-LOCATION SYSTEMS
Equipment for vehicle-location systems costsbetween $2,100 and $3,500 per vehicle. Monthlyservice charges range between $45 and $70 pervehicle. In addition, a control room will costbetween $9,000 and $45,000 to equip. Alternatively,an additional service charge may be payableto theservice provider for a bureau service, whichremoves the need for a control room. As theseservices are only just becomingavailable, pricesmay be expected to change.
PRICE TRENDS
The typical costs discussed above demonstratethat the investment required to install and runmobile communications systems can be high.However,as wediscussedearlier in this chapter,the benefits are considerable in a wide range ofapplications. Furthermore, the prices of manytypes of mobile equipment have fallen con-siderably as a result of progress in integratedcircuit technology, growing equipment production
 Figure 2.10 Prices ofcellular telephonesarefalling
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Chapter 2 Mobile communications can bring substantial business benefits

volumes, and greater competition. Reductions in
the prices of cellular telephones in several
countries over the last few years are a case in
point (see Figure 2.10). Retail prices have fallen
by more than 60 per cent in some markets since
cellular services werefirst launched.
Prices of existing analogue cellular telephones are
unlikely to decline much further in those countries
where they are now the least expensive. In these
countries, prices have fallen to a level where
retailers are left with little or no margin for further
discounts. Nor are any major new breakthroughs
expected to reduce the cost of manufacture
because the manufacturers are now putting all
their effort into the development of the next-
generation digital instruments. A secondhand
market is, however, developing in the United
States, and will keep prices low in other countries
where such a market is permitted.
A lot of speculation surroundsthepricingof digital
cellular telephones to work on the new GSM
(Groupe Spécial ☁Mobile☂) service. (GSM is the
standard to be used for the new pan-European
digital cellular radio system, which is scheduled
to begin operation in 1991; it is described in more
detail on page 19.) In the opinion of one industry
expert, GSM cellular telephones will have to be
priced within 5 per cent of their analogue
equivalents if a mass market is to develop.
However, with a common standard throughout
Europe, major price differences between
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countries will not be sustainable, and prices will
tend to level down.This, in conjunction with the
impending obsolescence of analogue technology,
is likely to reduce the prices of analoguecellular
telephonesin European countries where they are
at present expensive, in the years before the
launch of the digital system.
Where a new service is introduced alongside an
equivalent existing one, as has occurred with
cellular services and the previous generation of
mobile telephone service, for example, the new
service is typically less expensive. Variants of an
existing service ♥ for example, the NMT-900
service in Scandinavia ♥ have typically been
introduced at the sameprice as, or at a slight
discount to, the existing service to encourage
people to use the new service. As regards the new
pan-European digital system, the Managing
Director of Cellnet in the United Kingdom has
already stated that he expects usage tariffs to be
the same as those currently charged for the
existing analogue service.
Thus, although many organisations currently
perceive price to be the main barrier to using
mobile communications, we believe that the
substantial benefits, coupled with falling prices,
will mean that many more organisationswill begin
to use mobile products and services. We turn,
now, to examine the way in which the market for
mobile communications products and servicesis
developing.
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Chapter 3 Products and services are being introduced at a remarkable rate

speeds will be required to cater both for longer
messages and for the expected high volumes of
system usage. (Some countries have already hadto increase the transmission speeds they use for
RPC 1 systems.) The projected launch date for theservice is 1992, but industry observers are notoptimistic that this objective will be met. Finally,the international maritimesatellite organisation
(Inmarsat), and service providers in severalcountries are studyingthe possibility of providingmessage-paging services over a wide geographicalarea ♥ for example, the whole of Europe ♥ viasatellite.
PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO
The earliest commercial radio communicationssystems were private mobile radio systems, andthey arestill in widespread use. Private mobileradio systemsare usually implemented and operatedby companies for their own use. In most countries,the construction and use of radio systems iscontrolled by law, so operators need to obtain theappropriate licences. They are also likely to haveto agree with the authorities on the radiofrequencies that they will use. The simplestsystemsare controlled by an operator with a radiotransmitter/receiverlinked to an aerial on the roofof a building. The operator communicates withmobile units over an open communications channel;every mobile unit can hearall transmissions fromthe operator. Usually, the mobile units talk onlyto the operator, not to each other, althoughsometimes, they can be heard by other mobileunits. Private mobile radio systemsofthis kind aretypically usedin a limited geographic area by taxiservices and other dispatch operations. A simpleprivate mobile system is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
For coverage of a wider area, the aerial may belocated on a hilltop away from the operator☂sbuilding and be linked to it by a landline oranother radio link. Forstill wider coverage, anumberofaerials on different sites, linked to thecommon control point, may be required; for anationwide network,such as that operated by thepolice in many countries, multiple control pointsmay be used.
The basic service can be enhancedin several ways
The basic private mobile radio service can beenhancedin various ways. Calling can be madeselective so that only the mobile unit for whichthe communication is intended receivesit. Simplestatus messages can be sent from the mobile units.Mobile units can be connected by the operator,viathe company PABX,to conventional telephoneswithintheorganisation, although in most countries,connection of private mobile radio systemsto thepublic telephone network is forbidden.
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Figure 3.3. Private mobile radio systems can bevery simple
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In somecountries, notably Sweden and the UnitedKingdom,aerial sites and transmitters are oftenoperated by third parties who can provide aservice to local organisations needing privatemobile radiofacilities. Operationsofthis kind areknownas community repeaters.
Trunked mobile systems make betteruse of the available spectrumIn manyregions,the usable frequencies allocatedfor private mobile radio are very congested. Usersoften haveto share their frequencies with othersin the samearea, and those who make heavy useof mobile communications find their channelallocations barely adequate to support theirrequirements, particularly if their use of radio isgrowing.Thereis therefore considerable pressurefor moreefficient use of the radio spectrum.
Trunked mobile systems have been developed inresponseto this pressure. In simple private mobileradio systems, mobile units are assigned to a singlefrequency band, or channel, on which all theircommunications take place. In trunked systems,a user☂s equipmentcan access several channels,and whena call is initiated, the system assignsitto whichever channel happensto be free. Thissharing of frequencies means thatall channels arebetter utilised. This principle of trunked mobilesystemsis illustrated in Figure 3.4.
In several countries, trunked commonbasestationsare also operated by third parties to provide aservice for several users over the area served bya single transmitter. In Sweden and the UnitedKingdom, services have been launched thatpotentially provide regional or national coverage
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Figure 3.4 Trunked mobile systems make better use
of the available radio spectrum
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by linking trunked systems, and similar services
are being implemented in other countries. In the
United Kingdom, two national service providers,
Band Three Radio and GEC National One, are
expanding their systems to provide national
coverage, and other service providers have been
licensed for regional networks. The technology
is analogue, frequency modulation (FM). The
MPT 1327 protocol, which is being proposed asa
European standard,is used for signalling. These
systems are designed primarily to provide voice
services, although Band Three Radio now offers
its ☁Radiotext☂ service for sending data messages.
By contrast, the Swedish Mobitex system is
designed primarily as a data system, although it
also supports voice.
CELLULAR TELEPHONY
Mobile telephoneservices have been quite widely
available for many years. They connect into the
public telephone network and permit normal two-
way conversation,like a conventional telephone.
Early services made extravagant use of the radio
spectrum, so that the number of channels
available was very limited. This made mobile
services expensive and gave a low grade of
service, because users had to search for a free
channel and sometimes wait a long time before
obtaining one.
Cellular radio technology has allowed these
problems to be overcome by using a network of
small, low-power transmitters to cover areas of
small and predictablesize, called ☁cells☂. The same
frequencies can be re-used, not in adjoining cells,
but in cells separated from each other by another
cell. System capacity for a given geographical area
depends on the bandwidth or total number of
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channels available, and on the numberof cells into
which the area is divided ♥ that is, the number
of times the bandwidth can be re-used. Capacity
can therefore be increased by splitting cells into
families of smaller cells, each with its own trans-
mitter operating at lower powerthan that of the
transmitterin the original cell. These concepts are
illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Vehicles on the movearelikely to drive out of one
cell and into another, during the course of a con-
versation. Cellular networks are therefore
equipped with control systems to detect when a
calling mobile unit is passing out of the range of
a given transmitter, to establish which cell it is
passing into, and to switch the call from one
transmitter to the other without losing the call.
The mobile terminal switches automatically to the
new frequency.
Theoriginal cellular telephoneswereinstalled in
vehicles and could not be removed. Similar
equipment is now packagedasrelatively heavy
units to be carried over the shoulder or with a
built-in carrying handle. More recently, units small
enough to carry in a briefcase have become
 

Figure 3.5 Cellular radio technology enables many of
the problems of early mobile telephone
services to be overcome
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speeds will be required to cater both for longer
messages and for the expected high volumes of
system usage. (Some countries have already hadto increase the transmission speeds they use for
RPC 1 systems.) The projected launch date for theservice is 1992, but industry observers are notoptimistic that this objective will be met. Finally,the international maritime satellite organisation
(Inmarsat), and service providers in severalcountries are studyingthe possibility of providingmessage-paging services over a wide geographicalarea ♥ for example, the whole of Europe ♥ viasatellite.
PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO
The earliest commercial radio communicationssystems were private mobile radio systems, andtheyarestill in widespread use. Private mobileradio systemsare usually implemented and operatedby companies for their own use. In most countries,the construction and use of radio systems iscontrolled by law, so operators need to obtain theappropriate licences. They are also likely to haveto agree with the authorities on the radiofrequencies that they will use. The simplestsystemsare controlled by an operator with a radiotransmitter/receiverlinked to an aerial on the roofof a building. The operator communicates withmobile units over an open communications channel;every mobile unit can hearall transmissions fromthe operator. Usually, the mobile units talk onlyto the operator, not to each other, althoughsometimes, they can be heard by other mobileunits. Private mobile radio systemsofthis kind aretypically usedin a limited geographic area by taxiservices and other dispatch operations. A simpleprivate mobile systemis illustrated in Figure 3.3.
For coverage of a wider area, the aerial may belocated on a hilltop away from the operator☂sbuilding and be linked to it by a landline oranother radio link. Forstill wider coverage, anumberofaerials on different sites, linked to thecommon control point, may be required; for anationwide network, such as that operated by thepolice in many countries, multiple control pointsmay be used.
The basic service can be enhancedin several ways
The basic private mobile radio service can beenhanced in various ways. Calling can be madeselective so that only the mobile unit for whichthe communication is intended receivesit. SimpleStatus messages can besent from the mobile units.Mobile units can be connected by the operator,viathe company PABX,to conventional telephoneswithin the organisation, although in most countries,connection of private mobile radio systemsto thepublic telephone network is forbidden.
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In somecountries, notably Sweden andthe UnitedKingdom,aerialsites and transmitters are oftenoperated by third parties who can provide aservice to local organisations needing privatemobile radiofacilities. Operationsofthis kind areknown as community repeaters.
Trunked mobile systems make betteruse of the available spectrumIn manyregions, the usable frequencies allocatedfor private mobile radio are very congested. Usersoften haveto share their frequencies with othersin the samearea, and those who make heavy useof mobile communications find their channelallocations barely adequate to support theirrequirements, particularly if their use of radio isgrowing.Thereis therefore considerable pressurefor moreefficient use of the radio spectrum.
Trunked mobile systems have been developedinresponseto this pressure. In simple private mobileradio systems, mobile units are assigned to a singlefrequency band, or channel, on which all theircommunications take place. In trunked systems,a user☂s equipment can access several channels,and whena call is initiated, the system assignsitto whichever channel happensto be free. Thissharing of frequencies means thatall channels arebetter utilised. This principle of trunked mobilesystemsis illustrated in Figure 3.4.
In several countries, trunked commonbasestationsare also operated by third parties to provide aservice for several users over the area served bya single transmitter. In Sweden and the UnitedKingdom, services have been launched thatpotentially provide regional ornational coverage
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Figure 3.4 Trunked mobile systems make better use
of the available radio spectrum

Transmissions from a user organisation to its mobile units use
any oneof the frequency channels, depending on whichisfree.
The equipmentin the mobile units automatically tunes to the
frequency being used.
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by linking trunked systems, and similar services
are being implementedin other countries. In the
United Kingdom, two national service providers,
Band Three Radio and GEC National One, are
expanding their systems to provide national
coverage, and otherservice providers have been
licensed for regional networks. The technology
is analogue, frequency modulation (FM). The
MPT1327 protocol, which is being proposed as a
European standard,is used for signalling. These
systems are designed primarily to provide voice
services, although Band Three Radio now offers
its ☁Radiotext☂ service for sending data messages.
By contrast, the Swedish Mobitex system is
designed primarily as a data system, although it
also supports voice.

     
   

n frequency
channels

   
 

CELLULAR TELEPHONY
Mobile telephoneservices have been quite widely
available for many years. They connect into the
public telephone network and permit normal two-
way conversation, like a conventional telephone.
Early services made extravagant use of the radio
spectrum, so that the number of channels
available was very limited. This made mobile
services expensive and gave a low grade of
service, because users had to search for a free
channel and sometimes wait a long time before
obtaining one.
Cellular radio technology has allowed these
problems to be overcome by using a network of
small, low-power transmitters to cover areas of
small and predictablesize, called ☁cells☂. The same
frequencies can be re-used, notin adjoining cells,
but in cells separated from each other by another
cell. System capacity for a given geographical area
depends on the bandwidth or total number of
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channels available, and on the numberofcells into
which the area is divided ♥ that is, the number
of times the bandwidth can be re-used. Capacity
can therefore be increased by splitting cells into
families of smaller cells, each with its own trans-
mitter operating at lower powerthan that of the
transmitterin the original cell. These concepts are
illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Vehicles on the movearelikely to drive out of one
cell and into another, during the course of a con-
versation. Cellular networks are therefore
equipped with control systems to detect when a
calling mobile unit is passing out of the range of
a given transmitter, to establish which cell it is
passing into, and to switch the call from one
transmitter to the other without losing the call.
The mobile terminal switches automatically to the
new frequency.

Theoriginal cellular telephones wereinstalled in
vehicles and could not be removed. Similar
equipment is now packagedasrelatively heavy
units to be carried over the shoulder or with a
built-in carrying handle. More recently, units small
enough to carry in a briefcase have become
 

Figure 3.5 Cellular radio technology enables many of
the problems of early mobile telephone
services to be overcome
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Capacity can beincreased bysplitting cells into families of smaller
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available. They have lower-powertransmitters and
are suitable for use in city centres (where there are
small cells) and other locations near to a cell
transmitter. Photographs of moderncellulartele-
phonesare shownin Figure 3.6.
Analogue systemswillnot be
developed further
Existing cellular systems andservices use analogue
technology. Unfortunately, the cellular systems
currently available in different countries work todifferent technical standards, and terminals
suitable for use in one country will not work inanother, except in a few cases. The main types ofcellular technology and the countries using them
arelisted in Figure 3.7.
Many of today☂s cellular telephone systems inEurope and elsewhereare already reaching maxi-mum capacity. In many countries, and particularlyin major cities, the allocations of suitable fre-quenciesareinsufficient to meet demand.There isheavy competition for the same frequencies fromothertypesofusers,like television broadcasters andthe military, and public services may therefore becongested andoffer a poor grade of service, or bevery highly priced in order to control demand.Increased demandis generating political pressurefor the reallocation of bandwidth to mobile com-munications, and for frequencies assigned toobsolete technologies, such as UHF television, to bereassignedto cellular systems.
Further, while many highly populated areas areexperiencing problems with congested frequencies,someruralareasstill have no service. Expansion ofthe service to cover a whole country typically takesyears, and public perceptionofthe service lags yetfurther behind. Analogue cellular systems will
 

Figure 3.6 Cellular telephones are now small enoughto be carried in a briefcase
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thereforestill be installed in areas, and indeed,countries, that do not yet have them,but they areunlikely to be developed technically much further,Manufacturers are now investing in digitaltechnology.
Newcellular services will usedigital technology
In principle, digital technology will permit moreeconomicaluse of bandwidth, and new frequencybands at 900 MHz have beenset aside for theproposeddigital cellular service in most Europeancountries. The adoption of common standards willalso enable customersto use their digital cellulartelephones while travelling outside their homecountry. Digital technology will also be needed toenablecellular telephones to interwork fully withthe Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDNs),the upgraded public telephone networks that thePTTs plan to introduce in the 1990s.
The GSM pan-European digital cellular system isscheduled to be launched in 1991. The planis forcoverage of large cities and airports in mostcountriesto be achieved by 1993, and ofmain roadsby 1995. Despite scepticism in many quarters,it islikely that a timely launch will be achieved,at leastin some countries. Competition between thepotential systemssuppliersis acute, and manyofthe cellular service providers will be pressing forearly delivery to ease the congestion problems ontheir existing analogue systems.
 

Figure 3.7 Different countries use different types ofcellular systems

In different countries, cellular systems have been developedindependently of each other, and are therefore incompatible.Becausethe systems are basedondifferent technical standards,telephones designedfor use with one type of system cannot beused with another. |n fact, even when the same system is usedbydifferent suppliersin different countries,it may not be possibleto use telephonesinterchangeably.
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The GSM willbe ableto deliver a range of voice and
data services. Voice willbe transmitted at 13k bit/s;
good-quality speech will be achieved at this low
data transmission speed by taking advantageofthe
regularities in human speech inits encoding. (The
technique used to achieve this is called linear
predictive coding.) Synchronousand asynchronous
two-way data channels up to 9.6k bit/s will be
available. Users will be able to connect ISDN
terminals direct to mobile units. At the interface,it
will be necessary to convert the 64k bit/s data
stream from the ISDN terminal to the slower data
stream used by the radio channel; this conversion
will be handled automatically. In addition, the
digital technology used with GSM enablesa variety
of security features to be provided, including
encryption of communications, to overcome one of
the perceived weaknesses of current analogue
cellular systems ♥ their lack of security.
GSM will enable the same cellular telephones to
be used throughout Europe, and will provide
additional features andfacilities for the minority of
customers who need them. It is likely to provide
better-quality service in areas where analogue
systems are congested. The coverage will not,
however, be as good as that of analogue systems
until the late 1990s, and the two systemsarelikely
to continueto exist side by side for the foreseeable
future.
The conceptofthe ☁personal
number☂ will be developed
The developments described abovewill inevitably
lead to a demand for mobile terminals based on a
personal number that will identify an individual
rather than a telephone instrument. Any con-
venient telephone instrument could then be pro-
grammedto receivecalls directed to this number,
andinstructions could be giventobill outgoing calls
to the number, regardless of the instrumentused to
make the calls. This concept will not be imple-
mentedfully until well into the next century, but
manyof the required featuresare available today,
or willbe by about the endof 1990. Individuals can
now increase their chancesof receiving incoming
calls by using their cellular telephone number as
their main number, and diverting calls to an
appropriate conventionaltelephone,in their home
or office, for example. (It should be remembered
however,that calls froma conventional telephone,
which are diverted from a mobile to a fixed-link
telephone, are usually charged at mobile rates.)
Unified billing of outgoing calls made from various
telephonesis already available with the C-Netz
system in Germany. This system has an authorised
credit-cardfacility that allows subscribers to insert
their cards into the telephone being used for the
outgoing call. The subscribers are then billed on
their own numbers, regardless of whether the
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terminalis their own or a public one. CT2 handsets,
for use with ☁phonepoints☂ (see below), will also
have to have some meansof declaring their identity
so that users can be billed regardless ofwhere they
are using their handsets.
WIDE-AREA CORDLESS TELEPHONY
Cordless telephones have beenavailable for use in
homesoroffices since the early 1980s. They allow
the user to make andreceivecalls from a portable
handset, within 150 metres ofabase unit connected
to the telephoneline. Second-generation cordless
telephonesusing digital technology (also known as
CT2) have now been developed. They can be used as
conventional cordless telephones, but they can also
provide an inexpensive form of mobile communi-
cations if networked basestations, or phonepoints,
are sited in public places. A user with a CT2 handset
can make a call within 150 metres of a phonepoint.
For billing purposes, the useris identified by an
identification and authorisation code transmitted
by the handset, and by a personalidentification
number(PIN), entered by the user. A CT2 handset
and phonepoint are shownin Figure 3.8.
CT2 handsets cannot receive incomingcalls, but
they could be fitted with a pager that would indi-
cate when someonewastrying to get in touch. CT2
is seen as a potential competitor to cellular
telephony; it is expected to be muchless expensive
because it does not provide thefacility for trans-
ferring calls from one transmitter to another (a
process knownin the industry as a ☁hand-off☂). Nor
doesit have to track where terminals are, in order
to receive calls.
CT2 technology has been pioneeredin the United
Kingdom byFerranti Creditphone. In total, five UK
 

Figure 3.8 The second-generation cordless telephone
can be used within 150 metres ofa net-
workedbasestation, or ☁phonepoint☂

 
 (Source: Shaye Communications)
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manufacturers have developed equipment,
although current designs are not mutually com-
patible because each requires a different interface
(knownasthe air interface) between the handset
and the phonepoint. The manufacturers have
agreed on a common standard but equipment
conforming to this standard is not likely to be
developed before 1990. At the endofJanuary 1989,
the UK DepartmentofTrade and Industry licensed
four operators of phonepoint systems ♥ a con-sortium comprising British Telecom, STC, FrancéTelecom, and Nynex;Ferranti; a consortium com-prising Shaye Communications, Motorola, and
Mercury Communications; and a consortium com-prising Philips, Barclays Bank, and Shell. Most planto start theirservices by the early summerof 1989.Initially, proprietary systemswill be allowed, but bythe end of 1990, astandard air interface will have tobe provided.
There is interest in the provision of phonepointservices in other countries in Europe ♥ mostnotablyin France, wheretrials are planned ♥ andelsewhere. The European Commissionis interestedin establishing a European standard,but no definiteservice plans have been announced,as yet, outsidethe United Kingdom.
MOBILE DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Mobile radio is a hostile medium for data. Inter-ference,fading, screening by man-madeobjects, thevoice-channel signalling used on many radiosystems to maintain the communication path, andon cellular systems, hand-offs, all conspire toincreaseerrors. On the public telephone network,the norm is one error in 100,000 bits; with analoguecellular telephony, the uncorrected bit error ratecan beas high as 1 in 50. A lot of effort has thereforebeen spent on the developmentof effective mobiledata communications technologies.
Very basic data systems, without any form of datacorrection, have been implemented using slowtransmission speeds (300bit/s); at these speeds,little datais lost, andif the connection is lost,itis re-established manually. This approach may besuitable for the simplest applications. For anythingmore ambitious, error-correction protocols must beused. Protocols designed for high-grade land-baseddata transmission have been employed, but manymajor suppliers have developed special protocols.These rely on two principles ♥ forward error cor-rection and automatic request retransmission. Withforward error correction, sufficient redundantinformation is sent for data to be reconstructedevenif individualbits are corrupted during trans-mission. The penaltyis a reduction in the effectivedata-transmission speedfora givenlink; typically,the effective transmission rateis half the nominaltransmission speedfor the link. Automatic requestretransmission uses block-check codingorcyclical-
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redundancy checking to detect errors in trans-mission; if an error is detected, it requests re-transmission. The two techniques are often usedtogether, when forwarderror correction compen-sates for minor errors, and automatic requestretransmission compensates for major disruptionsin transmission.
Equipmentproviding data communications overprivate mobile radio voice links is now in use inmany countries. Figure 3.9 shows such equipmentinstalled in a vehicle. Major suppliers include MobileData International of Canada, recently acquired byMotorola, Spectronics Micro Systems, Dowty, andGandalf for taxi data dispatch systems. Theemphasis is on the provision of complete systems.Data transmission speedsofup to 4.8kbit/s, withaneffective throughputof 2.2k bits, are claimed.
Inthe United Kingdom,cellular telephonyserviceprovidersactivelysupport the use of their servicesfor data transmission, and equipment for datacommunications over the cellular telephonenetworkis available in other countries. The UKcellular operators have takendifferent approachesto data communications, however. Racal has de-veloped a specialcellular data link control (CDLC)protocol for sending data overits Vodafonecellulartelephonenetwork (see Figure 3.10). CDLCis basedonthe high leveldatalink control (HDLC)protocol,but with additional error-correction capabilities;itis described in moredetail in the appendix. CDLCrequiresa special, car-mounted modem witha V.24terminalinterface. Vodafoneprovidesa standards-conversion service for access to a range of equip-ment and protocols. Cellnet, on the other hand,providespublic telephone networkinterfaces directto its cellular telephones ♥ that is, without amodem♥ leaving the choice of modemto the customer. For
 

Figure 3.9 Equipmentproviding data communicationscanbeinstalled in vehicles
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 Figure 3.10 Data transmissionoverthe Vodafonecellular
telephonenetwork uses the CDLC protocol
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the simplest applications, the integral modemsin
personal computers can be used to communicate
overthe Cellnet network.

A public mobile data service, Mobitex,is operating
in Swedenandisbeingimplemented in Norway and
Finland. Mobitex handles data in store-and-forward
mode, as packets of up to 512 characters. Direct
connections are established for voice. Mobitex is
operated as a national, switched service; it is
intended primarily for closed user groups and
dispatch applications, but access to public networks
is available as an optional extra.

VEHICLE LOCATION
Attempts to develop vehicle-location technology
have a long history, and some of the solutions
proposed have beenbizarre. Vehicle-location ser-
vices of the accuracy required for commercial use
are, however, now available in the United Kingdom,
the United States, and Australia. These services
typically use the Loran, or radio hyperbolic,
approachtoestablishingthe location of a vehicle. A
network of longwave radio transmitters, broad-
casting a synchronised pattern of signals, creates an
interference pattern; each pair of transmitters
creates an hyperbola of points at which a given
signal could be observed. A second pair of trans-
mitters creates a different hyperbola, and the point
at which the two hyperbolae intersectis the unique
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Figure 3.11 Vehicle-location servicestypically use the
Loran,or radio hyperbolic, approach

The signals from each pair of longwave transmitters create an
interference pattern consisting of a setof hyperbolae. By detecting
the peaks and troughsin theinterference pattern, the in-vehicle unit
is able to relate its position to two hyperbolae ♥ onefrom eachpair
of transmitters. The point at which the two hyperbola intersect
identifies the position of the vehicle.

 

 

 

    (Source: Datatrak)   
position of a locator unit detectingboth signals. The
Loran approachis illustratedin Figure 3.11. The UK
service, operated by Datatrak, ajoint ventureofthe
Securicor Group and the construction company,
George Wimpey, claims accuracy to within 50
metres; it is now available in the south-east of
England andis being extendedto the rest of the
country. The USservice, operated by Geostar and
illustrated in Figure 3.12 overleaf, claims accuracy
to within one-sixteenth of a mile, anywhere in
North America. Figure 3.13, overleaf, showsatruck
fitted with an aerial for use with Geostar☂s vehicle-
location service.
Theservicesdiffer in the method usedto relay the
signal to the operator. On the Geostar system, the
information is relayed by satellite to Geostar☂s
satellite earth station, and from there, to the
customer by telephone. Datatrak uses two UHF
channels torelay the informationback to radio base
stations, from which it is sent on to the customer
over Datatrak☂s own data network. Both systems
have the capability for the driver to send predefined
status messages back to base.
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Figure 3.12 The Geostar system enables information
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(Source: Communications News, May 1988)
 

 

Figure 3.13 Vehicles fitted with an appropriateaerialcan transmitinformation via a satellite totheir home base   
(Source: Frederick Transport)   

OTHER SERVICE DEVELOPMENTS
In the next few years, continuing advances intechnology will make available still more mobilecommunications services which are, as yet, intheearly stages of development. Satellite-based mobileservices, for example, will make long-distance,two-waydataand voice communicationsfeasible inthe early 1990s, and advancedin-car informationservices will becomea reality at about the sametime if current trials and pilot schemes aresuccessful.
Satellite-based servicesThe vehicle-location application described aboveisone example ofa mobile service being delivered viasatellite. Most of the services describedsofarin this

chapteruse terrestrial transmitters. Satellites are,however, an attractive option where servicecoverage of a wide geographicalarea is required.Satellites link city-based paging systems in theUnited States to give nationwide coverage, and areextensively used to provide mobile communi-cationsservicesfor ships at sea and aeroplanesinflight. Maritime and aeronautical applications arebeyond the scope of this report, but a newgeneration of satellite-based services for mobileusers on land (land mobile satellite services) isplannedfor launch in North America, Europe, andAustralia over the next few years. In addition to thevehicle-location service with one-way messagingnow offered by Geostar, both two-way data andvoice services are proposed in the United States,aimed primarily at road-haulage companies. Thetwo-waydataservices should be available in 1989,with voice services available by 1993.
Three services are currently under discussion inEurope.Inmarsatplans to launcha commercialtrialof its service, Standard-C,in Europe in 1989; thesystem is designedfor messaging, but it could alsooffer position-finding facilities. The receiver wouldbe a flat-plate aerial, 10 centimetres square,mountedon theroofofa car or truck,and the signalcould be fed to an ordinary message pager, a smallprinter, or a morespecialised terminal. Locstar, aconsortium including Geostar and some PTTs,plansto offer a position-findingfacility with the capacityto relay short messages, probably two-way (incontrast to the one-way service currently offeredin the UnitedStates); the service would be availablein 1991/92. The European Space Agencyis alsoproposing a service, Prodat, in the same timeframe.Aussat, the Australian satellite operator, is alsoconsidering services for the early 1990s, andisexpectedto bethefirst to offer voice services.
As an alternative to satellite technology, high-frequency radio technology may make a long-distance mobile voice service possible in the nearfuture. High frequency(3 to 14 MHz) technology isbeing used by British Telecom International fortrials of a long-distance mobile radio service forvoice communications. The service would providerelatively low-grade voice communications overawide area ♥ for example, across Europe ♥ and besuitable for road-haulage operators and otherspecialised applications. It could meet the demandfor pan-Europeanvoice services until the digitalcellular networkis available, and would be suitablefor use in otherparts of the world.
The final example of emerging satellite-basedmobile communications is the air-to-groundtelephony services on trial with several majorairlines. These services are relayed via satellite, andprovide accesstoterrestrial telephone networks.
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Teleglobe plans to introducea similar service in
Canada in 1990, suitable for corporate and private
aircraft.
In-car information services
In-car information services, providing the driver
with advice on the optimum route to take, are
under developmentin Europe, the United States,
and Japan,but are not yet commercially available.
Someof these services will makeuseof current in-
formation about congestion and road conditions.
The estimated benefits are savings of between 6
and 10 per centintravelling time, with potential
savings in the road construction programmetoo.
The systems are of two kinds: standalone, or
☁autonomous☂ systems, which use maps stored on
either compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM)or
magnetic-storage media; and infrastructure-based
systems in whichthere iscommunicationbetween
the vehicle and road-side beaconsto provide up-to-
date traffic information. Infrastructure-based sys-
tems are currently favoured, and VHF radio,
microwaves,and infra-redareallbeing assessed for
communication with the beacons.
Small trials of infrastructure-based systems are
being conducted in Germany, Japan, the United
States, and the United Kingdom.A pilot with 250
beacons and 900 vehicles is being implemented in
Germany, and

a

licencefor a pilot of a similar size
in Londonis expected to be granted in mid-1989.
Full-scale operational systemsfortraffic manage-
ment in majorcities are likely to begin to appear in
the early 1990s.
Microwave technology is also being used in
automatic toll systems;the first operational system,
developed by Philips, has been installed at the
Aalesund tunnel in Norway. Drivers purchase an
identity plate with memory capability, which
entitles them to use a toll route for a specified
period of time or a predetermined number of
journeys. Whenthey drive past the toll system, a
burst of low-power microwavesis fired at the
vehicle and reflected back off the plate with
information aboutthe subscriber. The requisite fee
is then charged to the driver☂s account.If the
identity plate is not in order, the driveris warned
by aredlight to stop at a manned checkpoint. The
system allowsthree timesthe traffic flow of afully
manned system.

THE MARKET WILL CONTINUE TO GROW
RAPIDLY, BUT WILL VARY FROM
COUNTRY TO COUNTRY
Overthe past five years, the use of mobile com-
munications services has grown very rapidly.
Cellular telephone and message-paging services
have been made available in most developed
countries. The newest mobile technologies, such as
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trunked mobile radio services and vehicle-location
services, are being implemented in the countries
most advancedinmobile communications, and will
be available in others shortly. Within each country,
the geographical coverage of mobile services is
progressively being extended.
In Western Europe, for example, the number of
paging devices has grown from 200,000 in 1983 to
more than 1.25 million at the end of 1988, which
represents an annual increase ofjust under 50 per
cent. Figure 3.14 overleaf, showsthe spectacular
growthinthe useof cellular telephonesin Western
Europe.The first Europeanservices were launched
inlate 1981 and, by the middle of 1988, there were
more than 1.15 million subscribers to cellular
telephone services, or 0.3 per cent of the European
population. The annual growthrates in Scandinavia
and the United Kingdom,the longest-established
European markets, have been just under 50 per
cent. In Australia, 0.3 per cent of the population
were subscribingto cellular telephone services by
the end of 1988, just two years after the services
werefirst launched; in Hong Kong, 0.55 per cent of
the populationusecellulartelephonesthree-and-a-
half years after the service was introduced.
Large organisations are amongstthe heaviest users
of mobile communications technologies. The extent
to which the technologies are used by Foundation
membersis shownin Figure 3.15 on page 25. The
spread of mobile services throughouttheir organi-
sations is showninFigure 3.16, also on page 25. Of
those Foundation members who use cellular
telephones,over a third have more than 50 users.
Of those using paging services, over 50 per cent
have more than 100 pagers. The use of private
mobile radio services divides sharply into small
systemswithup to 20 users, and very large systems
with more than 500 users.
The status of the mobile communications market
does, however, vary far more widely between
developed countries thanthefixed-link communi-
cations market. There are quite marked differences
between countriesin the rangeof servicesavailable
(as showninFigure 3.17, on page 26). There are also
major differencesin the levels of usage of mobile
services. In Hong Kong, there are more than 16
pagers for every 100 people, whereas in Italy, only
0.03 per centofthe populationuse pagers; in other
words, adjusting for the population difference,
there are 500 pagers in Hong Kong for each one in
Italy. In Norway,over 3 per cent of the population
havecellular telephones; in Spain,it isjust 0.02 per
cent. The numbers of pagers and cellular tele-
phonesper 100 inhabitants in a range of countries
are showninFigures 3.18 (on page 26) and3.19(on
page 27), respectively. The variations apparent
from these figures are due to differences in the
tariffs that apply to the various services, and to
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Figure 3.14 Spectacular growth in the numberof subscriberstocellular telephone systems in Europeis expected to continue
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(Source: European Mobile Communications Report and Dataquest)   
differencesin the regulatory environment, whichdetermine the extent to which there is competitionin the provision ofmobile communications services.
The use of mobile servicesis likely to continue togrow overthe next few years at similar rates tothose of the past, as shown in Figure 3.14. Thesegrowth rates and levels of use represent a sub-stantial increase in the importance of mobilecommunications in the telecommunicationsenvironment asa whole. Moreover,there will beasimilar increasein theuseof☁wireless☂ technologieswithin individual sites. One industry expert weinterviewed estimated that, by the end of thecentury, 30 per cent of all network connectionswould not be wired, including wide-area mobileterminals, cordless telephones, and mobileterminals using infra-red technology. Wewould notdisagree with this assessment.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AREACCESSIBLE TO A GROWINGRANGE OF CUSTOMERS
Until recently, organisations witharequirementformobile communications were forced,in most cases,to implementandoperate their own private radiosystems, assumingthat they could obtain alicenceand a frequency allocation. This required a
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substantial investmentin expertise, infrastructure,and managementeffort that not all potential userswereinaposition tomake. Overthe past fewyears,a range of public mobile services, which offer analternative to private systems in an increasingrange of applications, has been madeavailable inmany countries; they open up newpossibilities thatwould be uneconomicalor impracticable for mostorganisations to address with private systems.Specifically:
♥ Community repeaters now provide a servicethat is equivalentto a local private radio system.
♥ Message-handling services provide a more com-plete service for organisations with modestmobile communications requirements; as wellas providing the radio-transmission facilities,they also supply equipment(on a rental basis)for installation in vehicles, provide staff forcontrol rooms, and offer a complete range ofsecretarial and telephone-answeringservices.
♥ Networkedprivate mobile radio services fromathird-party operator can now be used as analternative to more extensive private mobilecommunications systems.

In addition, cellular telephones haveaccessto thepublic telephone network, a facility not availablewith private systemsin most countries.
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Figure 3.15 Paging and cellular telephony are the mobile technologies used mostextensively by
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Figure 3.16 Mobile communicationsservices are used
extensively by Foundation members
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New services that will make it easier to set up
mobile communications systemsare also becoming
available. Operatorsof shared transmittersites, for
example, will sometimes handle licence appli-
cations and providethe expertise necessary to start
transmissions. There are even facilities-manage-
ment companiesthat will take over and manage an
organisation☂s relations with suppliers of mobile
communications services. All these services reduce
the amountofspecialist expertise and management
effort required to install a mobile communications
system.

These services make mobile communications much
more widely available than formerly; they can
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support more customers, and they are packaged
and marketed ina way which makesthem practical
for use by a wider range of customers.

NEW SYSTEMS OFFER GREATER CAPACITY
AND CAN SUPPORT MORE CUSTOMERS
Developmentsin the technologies on which mobile
communications are based will provide greater
capabilities. Faster signalling speedsare increasing
the capacity of paging systems. The adoption of
cellular technology, which permits the re-use
of frequency channels within relatively short
distances, has greatly increased the capacity of
mobile telephone systems, anddigital technology
promises to doso again. Trunking can increase the
effective capacity of private mobile systems.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ARE
BECOMINGEASIERTO USE
Mobile communications services are being
packaged and marketedin increasingly attractive
ways.Cellular telephone services, for example, can
now provide all the special features that modern
electronic switching equipment can provide. (In
fact, the facilities available on mobile systems
exceed those available on the public telephone
network in most countries.) However, there are
three particular features of modernservices that
make them

a

practical proposition for a wider range
of organisations ♥ greater portability, better
transmission quality, and the facility for integration
with other systemsandservices.

Greaterportability
Mobile communications terminals have steadily
decreased in size and have become moreportable.
The equipment for the earliest police mobile
communications systems filled the luggage
compartment of a police car. Today, however,
radios are small enough to be carried by apoliceman
onfoot patrol. The earliest mobile telephones were
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 Figure 3.17 The availability of mobile communications
varies widely between countries
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usually fixed in vehicles, but portable cellulartelephones are now available. Paging devices arenow thesize of a pen, and there are reports of acombined wrist-watch and paging unit beingdeveloped by AT&E, Seiko, and Plessey. Thesedevelopments mean that mobile communicationscan now be used for a much wider range ofapplications.

Better transmission qualityThe technology used for modern mobile voiceservices gives better transmission quality thanearlier systems. Although the quality of mobilevoice transmissionis still variable, at its best itapproachesthat of conventional telephony. Withthe technology used on the earlier, private systems,only one party could transmit at a time. Modern,mobile, cellular telephone services offer duplexcommunications ♥ that is, both parties can talksimultaneously.

Integration facilities
The technology and systems supporting mobilecommunications applications have become moresophisticated, and mobile services are increasinglybeing integrated with other information-technologysystems andservices. For example,it is now pos-sible, in some countries, to send numeric messagesto a pagerdirect froma telephone(as described on
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Figure 3.18 The use of pagers is very widespreadinHong Kong,butstill limited in much ofEurope

Country
Hong Kong*   

 

  
Ireland

(==eS

0 1 2 3

Pagers per 100 population,
June 1988

☜In Hong Kong, 16.4 percentof the population use pagers
(Source: European Mobile Communications Report)   

page 14). Some voice-messaging services can belinked to pagers, so that a voice-mailbox subscriberis paged when

a

messageis leftin his or her mailbox.A high degree of integration has been achievedbetween cellular telephone services and othernetworks, through facilities for direct connection ofprivate networksto cellular service switches, andfor call diversion from cellular telephonesto otherpublic-network connections. The technology alsoexists to link private mobile radio systems into aPABX so that PABX extensions can have directcontact with mobile devices. In addition, mobiledata systems can now access company computersystems. The integration of mobile radio withcomputersystemsis not straightforward, but it hasbeen achieved by a considerable number oforganisationsandhas yielded substantial benefits.
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Figure 3.19 The useof cellular telephonesis most
widespread in Scandinavia and Finland
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THEREIS A WIDER CHOICE OF
SUPPLIERS THAN THEREIS
FOR FIXED SERVICES
Competitionis far greater in the supply of mobile
communications services thanit isin conventional
telephony services. Two cellular telephone service
operators competefor business in most parts of the
United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden, and
Canada. In Hong Kong, there are three service
providers. A second service is just starting in
France, and competitive digital cellular services will
be provided in Germany. The Australian authorities
are currently considering whether to allow com-
petitive cellular services. In the United Kingdom,
the service operators do notsell direct to the public;
they are forced, by regulation, to retail their
services through independentservice providers,
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whoalso supply terminals. In the United States,
carriers sell cellular services through agents and
resellers, as well as direct to customers.
More than 20 companiesprovide paging services in
Hong Kong. There is also competition in the
provision of paging services in Australia, France,
Ireland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, and a decisionhas beentaken to open
the market to competition in Germany.
There is little evidence that competition has
reduced mobile communicationstariffs, although
in some countries,it has had an indirect impact on
terminal prices, because retailers are given
incentives to sign up new subscribers for a
particular service operator. In countries that have
developed cellular systems based on their own
national standards, the range of available equip-
mentmay be biased towardsnational suppliers. This
situation will change drastically when the pan-
Europeandigital system is introduced.In principle,
once equipmenthasbeen approvedin any country,
it can be used throughout Europe. This meansthat
users will be able to buy their equipment in any
country in Europe. Indeed, some PTT sources claim
that when the pan-Europeandigital cellular system
is launched,subscriberswillbe able to sign up with
service providers in other countries to get better
terms than their domestic service providers can
offer. It remains to be seen whetherthis will be
feasible in practice.

STANDARDSARE BEING DEVELOPED
As the market for mobile communications matures,
the importance of standards is more widely
acknowledged, and standards are beginning to be
developed. The needfor standardsis recognised by
the suppliers, who wantto beable to provide the
same equipmentin different countries. Users will
also benefit from standards becausethey will be
able to use the same equipmentto access arange of
mobile communications services. However, few
truly international standards have appearedas yet,
except for the RPC 1 paging standard (see page 14)
that is now widely used.
The European Commissionhaspressed hard for the
establishment of commoncellular radio standards
as part of the initiative to harmonise technical
standardsin the contextofthe creation of the single
unified market in Europe. Common European-wide
standards (GSM) have been agreed by the member
countries of the CEPT forthedigital cellularservice,
put in the United States and Japan,digital cellular
technology is being developed to different
standards.
Little effective international standards-setting has
as yet taken place for the newer public mobile
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services. The MPT 1327 protocol is now in use orchosenfor implementation in several countries fortrunked mobile radio systems. The CEPT has takensomepreliminary decisions on a digital Europeancordless telephone (DECT) standard, but thestandard ignores current product developments,favouring time-division multiple access (TDMA)technology at 1.6 GHz, to the frequency divisionmultiple access (FDMA)approach at 900 MHz, usedin the systemscurrently under development.Initspresent form, the DECTstandardis morelikely tohinder market developmentthanassistit.
Few users have

a

significant requirement formobilecommunications from abroad. However, inter-

national standards will enable terminal manu-facturers to achieve substantial economiesofscale.Competition will ensure that these are passed ontousers; if prices are high in their domestic market,they will be able to buy terminals abroad.
With sucha large range of products and servicesavailable, and with announcements being madealmost daily of new products that can have aprofound effect on an organisation's ability torespond competitively to its customers☂ needs,mobile communications have reached the stagewhen they deserve to be taken seriously. Weconsider the implications of this for the systemsdepartmentin Chapter4.
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Chapter 4
Mobile communications must be coordinated

In many organisations, there is currently little
coordination of the purchase and use of mobile
communicationsservices. This state of affairs can
no longer be sustained without a cost to those
organisations. Opportunities to achieve substantial
commercial benefits are being missed, and with
the increased usage of mobile communications,
unnecessary costs are being incurred. Develop-
ments in mobile services, and in particular, the
growing need to integrate them with fixed systems
and networks, makeit increasingly importantthat
mobile services be seen in a broaderperspective.
It is no longer appropriate to treat mobile com-
munications in an ad hoc way; they should be
planned for and managedin the same way as other
areas of information technology (IT), and co-
ordinated with them.To this end, organisations
need to widen the scope of their IT strategy to
include mobile communications, and responsi-
bilities within the systems departmentfor various
aspects of mobile communications need to be
allocated and understood.

AN UNCOORDINATED APPROACH
HAS MAJOR DRAWBACKS
Organisations that fail to manage mobile com-
munications effectively risk incurring significant
penalties. Aboveall, an uncoordinated approach
will lead to inefficient operations and

a

failure to
capitalise on the business opportunities

'

that
mobile communications could bring. Furthermore,
it will mean that unnecessary costs are incurred
and that opportunities to develop the business in
the future will be jeopardised becauseit will be
difficult to integrate existing mobile communi-
cations with other systems.

A LACK OF COORDINATION WILL LEAD
TO INEFFICIENT OPERATIONS
In manyof the Foundation member organisations
weinterviewed, responsibility for mobile services
wassplit between two or more departments, and
there was often no coordination of purchasing. In
one company, for example, the telecommuni-
cations manager wasresponsiblefor cellular tele-
phony, but the site-management department
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and managed

looked after paging. In other companies, where
responsibility for fixed-link voice and data
services was divided, responsibility for mobile
voice services and data services wassimilarlysplit.
This is particularly unfortunate because most
mobile data services are currently delivered over
voice networks and in conjunction with voice
services.

Such

a

lack of coordination of responsibilities can
cause serious problems. One organisation had
about 30 senior managerswithcellular telephones
in their companycars. The cars had been obtained
from different distributors, and the mobile tele-
phoneshad beenfitted by the distributors, each
of whom had obtained the telephones from a
different equipment and air-time retailer. As a
result, the company wasdealing with six air-time
providers; handlingthebilling for cellular services
for the 30 units was taking half a day of admini-
strative time per week. As a consequence, that
organisation was considering employing a specialist
facilities-management company to manage relations
with the service retailers and to act as a single
billing point.

UNNECESSARY COSTS WILL BE INCURRED
The total cost of using mobile services can be
considerable, and purchase and usage of the
services therefore need to be controlled effec-
tively if unnecessary costs are to be avoided. In
fact, significant cost savings can be achieved if
requirements are coordinated throughout the
organisation.

In many organisations, the decision to purchase
cellular telephonesfor use by individual depart-
ments is made by senior departmental managers,
without reference to any coordinating unit. Other
organisations control capital purchases above a
predefined value, but leave smaller purchases to
the discretion of individual managers. Thefalling
price of cellular telephones is now taking them
below this threshold in many cases, and as a
result, thereis likely to be a large increase in the
number of ad hoc purchases.
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The acquisition of pagersis often subject to even
less control. One organisation we interviewed
allocated them on request. Another, which had no
cost-monitoring system in place, foundit virtually
impossible to calculate its total paging costs when
it eventually realised the need to do so. Bothits
own and its supplier☂s records were grossly
inadequate. On the one hand,the organisation was
being charged for pagersthat it did not have; on
the other, many of those that it was justifiably
being charged for were found abandonedbystaff
whohadleft years before. Total costs were very
difficult to establish becausebills were submitted
to 160 different individuals or departments andincluded charges other than those for pagers. Theorganisation☂s annual paging costs were finally
estimated to amount to £160,000 ($290,000).
With centralised control of purchasing, very sig-nificant savings can be made. In countries wheredifferent suppliers compete for cellular telephonybusiness, for example, significant discounts onterminals and air-time can be obtained by bulkpurchase, whether by direct negotiation or bycompetitive tender. Many cases have beenreported of cellular telephones being provided☁free☂ in bulk deals for terminals andair time. Wealso heard of organisations that had obtained 40per cent discounts by competitive tendering forrentals of tone pagers.
In the United Kingdom, both Cellnet and Voda-fone offer reducedcall charges to customers whoaccess the mobile service directly from their ownnetworkvia a privatecircuit. Typical reductionsare from 35p (63c) per minute for a call fromLondon during working hours, to 20p (36c) perminute. These reductions haveto be offset againstthe costsof the private circuit, and become moreattractive as the numberof cellular telephonesincreases; the numberof users must exceed 25 forCellnet, and 30 for Vodafone. Clearly, a co-ordinated approach within an organisation isessential to obtain savings like these.
INTEGRATION WILL BE DIFFICULT
Although Foundation members perceived. theopportunities for integrating mobile services withother systems and communications services asrather limited at present, integration is, in fact,becoming more technically feasible, as weillustratedin Chapter 3. To ensure that actions taken nowwill not jeopardise the business in the future,consideration must be given at an early stage tothe question of how mobile communications willinterwork with existing computer systems andnetworks. Organisations can learn useful lessonsfrom their experience with personal computers.Both personal computers and cellular telephonesare relatively low-cost items that have been
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widely purchased by individual departments andmanagers to meet local needs. As usage becomesmore sophisticated and more integrated withother systems and services, it is essential thatcoordination mechanismsbe put in place,and thatonly a limited numberof standards and equipmenttypes need to be supported. Without such forwardplanning, the task of integration will be sub-stantially more difficult in the future as equipmenttypes proliferate.

THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT SHOULDBE RESPONSIBLE FOR MOBILECOMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
Becauseof the growing need to integrate mobilecommunications with fixed networks and existingsystems, and because mobile communications arelikely to accountfor a significant and growingpercentage of spending on telecommunicationsinmost organisations in the next few years, webelieve that systems departments should takeresponsibility for mobile communications andconsider them asan integral part of their overallIT strategy. In particular, systems directors needto ensure that their organisations are aware bothof the potential business threats if competitors areable to use mobile communications to gain acompetitive advantage, and of the potentialbusiness benefits available from well managedmobile communications.
Sometimes, organisations may not be able tomatch the use of mobile communications made bytheir foreign competitors simply because equivalentservices are unavailable, or are substantially moreexpensive, in their own country. In manycases,this is a consequence of the national regulationsgoverning mobile communications, and of thefrequencyallocations made bythe national regu-latory body. Whereservices are not available, andwherethe consequencesofthis to the business aresignificant, the systems director should alert theboard to the problem and encourageit to lobby therelevantpolitical institutions or to bring pressureto bear on the PTT or other service suppliersto improve the situation. In most countries,associations of mobile radio users and suppliersexist to pursue such campaignson behalfof theirmembers.
Where adequate mobile services and products doexist, systems directors must ensure that theirorganisations can make sensible choices among thewide rangeof services and products now available,and that mobile communications applications aredeveloped and managed within an overallframework. This implies the need for a strategyfor mobile communications. Such a strategyshould be based on a clear idea of the type of
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mobile communications environment that will be
required by the organisation in, say, five years☂
time. This, in turn, will be based on the business☂s
requirements for mobile systems and services.
Advice on how to identify these is set out on
page 32. Individual applications can then be imple-
mented in a way that is consistent with the
environment that the organisation is seeking to
create.

In order to implement the strategy, systems
directors will need to ensure that telecommuni-
cations managers are aware of mobile communi-
cations technologies andare in a position to take
responsibility for them, and that the necessary
skills are available and coordinatedin their depart-
ments. They will also need to define standards and
guidelines for mobile communications and ensure
that appropriate user support and administrative
procedures are available. These responsibilities
are discussed in more detail below.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGERS SHOULD
ACQUIRE MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
SKILLS AND EXPERTISE
It is likely that the systems director will delegate
responsibility for implementing mobile communi-
cations applications to the telecommunications
manager. To date, however, many telecommuni-
cations managers have no experience of mobile
communications. As a consequence, many do not
knowthe rangeof products andservices becoming
available, or the technical possibilities, and few
understand the complexities of mobile data com-
munications. Furthermore, they underrate the
significance of mobile communications. One com-
mented to our researcher, ☁☁Paging is a long way
from my main concerns with networks.☂☂ Systems
directors therefore need to ensure that their
telecommunications managers are well informed
about mobile communications and awareof their
importance.

In turn, telecommunications managers must
ensure that their departments are appropriately
organised and havetheskills required to imple-
ment mobile communications applications.
Technical skills in mobile communications are
usually in short supply, and are often scattered
throughoutthe organisation. Telecommunications
managers should ensure that the right mix of skills
is available in their departments, and provide
appropriate training in mobile communications
technologies.

When mobile data applications are to be de-
veloped, which could require expertise in radio,
computing, and fixed-network technologies, the
dispersalof limited skills around the organisation
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is an even more acute problem. It may best be
solved either by forming a team of people with
skills in one or more of the relevant technologies,
or by using specialist subcontractors. In the former
case, time will have to be allowed for the team
members to gain an understanding of the tech-
nologies with which they are unfamiliar, and of
the particular problems of mobile data com-
munications.
STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR MOBILE
COMMUNICATIONS SHOULD BE DEFINED
The systems departmentwill also need to define
standards and guidelines for using mobile com-
munications. These should include the procedures
for procuring equipment, definitions of the types
of staff who qualify for particular items of
equipment(those applied in practice by a range
of organisations are listed in Figure 4.1), and
guidelines relating to aspects of use. For example,
the guidelines may specify that use is restricted
to businesscalls only, that security considerations
preclude discussion of sensitive business matters
over cellular telephones,or that mobile equipment
should not be used while driving.
Equipmentstandards mayalso be specified. One
UK company, for example, has specified that all
new cellular telephones must be compatible with
the ETACSstandards (ETACS equipment can use
an additional range of frequencies made available
in the London area in response to severe con-
gestion on theoriginal frequencies), and must be
capable of hands-free operation. The standards
might, indeed, specify that particular models of
terminal be used, so that bulk discounts can be
obtained.
 

Figure 4.1 Rules should define who qualifies for
mobile communications equipment

These are the rules applied by a variety of organisations

Type of
organisation Qualifying rules for cellular telephones
Bank Any manager spending more than one

day per weekout of the office
Airline Senior managers above a defined level,

and certain other specified categories of
staff ♥ for example, service personnel

Public utility Staff with an urgent requirementto contact
other organisations while they are out of
the office   
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USER-SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION
PROCEDURES MUST BE AGREED
One of the most important aspects of support for
mobile communications is adequatetraining, both
for the equipment users themselves and for
control-centre operators. Although the training
effort need not be extensive (groups of users can
be trained in simple dispatch applications, for
example, in about three hours), it is essential if
the mobile system is to be used effectively. One
computer supplier, for example, provided its
salesmen with cellular telephones to improvetheir-
responsiveness to customers, only to find that few
of them gave their mobile telephone numbers to
their contacts.
After a mobile system has been implemented,
continuing support for usersis as essential asit is
for any other IT system,butit is more difficult to
provide because the users are dispersed and
consta) tly on the move. Someorganisations have
found☁hat the existing procedures for supporting
these types of staff are also the best means of
providing mobile communications support. Thus,
an insurance company that is considering pro-vidingits sales agents with mobile data terminals
has decided to support them throughthedistrict
offices that already manage the agents.
The administrative proceduresfor managing mobilecommunications also have to be designed care-fully, particularly those concerned with taking amobile telephone out of service when someoneleaves. Some Foundation membersalso told usthat substantial administrative effort is requiredwhere mobile communications users can accessseveral computer centres. The problems lie inensuring that access paths are well defined, thatthe proceduresfor accessing different centres aresimilar, and that users are kept fully informed ofany changes.

REQUIREMENTS FOR POTENTIALAPPLICATIONS MUST BEIDENTIFIED AND DEFINED
In mostorganisations, the systems departmenthasa responsibility to help identify IT applicationsthat are likely to be of commercial benefit. Withmobile communications, it will need to play abigger role than usual, because of the general lackof awareness both aboutthe products and servicesavailable, and about the benefits to be gained fromthem. It can do this either by identifying theapplicationsitself, or by promoting awareness ofspecific information technologies in userdepartments to enable them to identify their ownapplications. In one major construction company,for example, the systems department circulates anewsletter every two months to update businessmanagerson the range of IT services andfacilities
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available; mobile services feature prominentlyinthe newsletters. Systems directors should ensurethat the functions in their own departmentsresponsible for identifying and defining appli-cations for users are sufficiently well informedabout mobile communications to be fully aware oftheir potential, and include them in the range oftechnologies they consider.
The requirements for mobile applications shouldbe defined in terms of the needsof the business,and the characteristics of the communication thatwill take place. The requirementsfor mobile dataapplications will need to be considered separately.
BUSINESS NEEDS
Two complementary approaches might be takento identifying business needs and opportunities formobile communications. Oneis obviously to lookfor major applications. The other is to identifyusers whoarelikely to havea significant require-ment for mobile communications, and in thiscontext, it is useful to classify different types ofstaff in termsoftheir mobility and the importanceto the organisation of being able to get in touchwith them quickly. One way of classifying staff forthis purposeis illustrated in Figure 4.2. Staff whoscore highly on both counts are likely to have thegreatest need for mobile communications. Com-bining these two approaches ♥ finding majorapplications, andidentifying the main users ♥ willlead to an overall definition of the business needsfor mobile communications within the organi-sation.
Whena specific application for mobile servicesisproposed, thefirst step is to identify the kinds ofbusiness benefits that will be achieved, and ifpossible, to quantify them in financial terms. Thecosts of implementing the application should beestimated, so that the businesscase for the appli-cation can be made. The estimated costs willdepend on the characteristics of the communi-cation for which the application will be used.
COMMUNICATIONS CHARACTERISTICS
The costs of mobile services vary widely,depending on the type of service used and thegeographical coverage required. It is thereforeparticularly important to define the communi-cation characteristics of a proposed applicationprecisely, in order to avoid incurring unnecessarycosts. The main questions to ask are:
♥ Who needs to communicate? How manypotential users of the mobile service arethere?
♥ Is communication with other organisationsessential, or will communication within theorganisation, or even to a single point withinit, be sufficient?
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Figure 4.2. The need for mobile communications varies according to people☂s mobility and the need to contact them
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♥ Is it necessary to establish immediate com-
munication with the people on the move,or is
it enough to alert them so that they can call
back? Will they need to call back over the
mobile link? Are data communications required
so that detailed information can be transmitted
accurately? How long will the messages or
conversations be? (Many trunked mobile radio
systems for dispatch applications break the
connection after a minute or two). Will users
need to communicate while actually on the
move,or will they stop to do so?

♥ Geographical coverage is a major determinant
of mobile communications costs. Within what
geographicalarea will individual users need to
operate? Although the organisation as a whole
may need national coverage,it is likely that
individuals will need to use mobile communi-
cations only in a predefined region.

♥ Is complete coverage required, even in areas
where radio transmission and reception is
difficult, or is it acceptable for the individual
to move a few hundred metresto obtain better
reception?

♥ What quality of service is required? Doesit
matterif it takes users 20 minutesto establish
a connection, or if they lose it in mid-
conversation whenthey drive under a bridge?
(Some ofthe congestedcellular and community
repeater services available today provide this
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level of service.) Will fading be a problem? For
data communications, whaterror rates can be
tolerated?

♥ Whatlevel of security is needed? It is easier
to tune-in to cellular telephone conversations
than to conversations on a conventional tele-
phone.If a conversation on the mobile link
were accidentally overheard, would it damage
the organisation? What are the risks of
deliberate eavesdropping?

DATA REQUIREMENTS
For data applications, the requirements should be
defined as part of an overall systemsdesign, and
should take account not only of the way that
mobile communications interface with con-
ventional networks and computer systems, but
also the administrative procedures that will be
required to make the most of mobile communi-
cations. The Cheltenham and Gloucester Building
Society application described in Figure 2.2is an
excellent example of the benefits that can be
gained when mobile data requirements are
considered as part of a wider system.

The impact of mobile data communications on
existing systems and networks must also be
assessed. In the same way that somelarge-scale
end-user computing applications have caused
severe capacity problems, mobile data communi-
cations may require the numberof access ports or
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the processing power of existing systems to be
increased.
We havealready pointed out that implementing
a mobile data application requires a mix of tech-
nical skills. Radio, computing, and specialist
mobile data equipment hardware suppliers, a
software house, and fixed and mobile communi-
cations service suppliers (who may see themselves
as being in competition with each other) mayall
be involved. Because of this, we believe that it is
advisable to employ a specialist systems inte-
grator, at least for the first mobile data appli-
cation. One public utility that had implemented
a mobile facsimile system commented to us:
☜Supplier involvement wascritical for the first
installation. We could do further ones ourselves☂☂.

THE TYPE OF MOBILE SERVICE
MUST BE CHOSEN TO MATCH
THE REQUIREMENTS
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that there is a wideand increasing range of mobile communicationsproducts andservices. Once the requirementsformobile communications have been defined, theyneed to be matched with the available productsand services to determine which are, and whichare not, suitable. Figure 4.3 shows how some ofthe main types of mobile communications servicesmay, or may not, match the requirements of themore commontypes of application.
It is important to remember, however, thatcommunications with mobile staff do not alwaysrequire mobile communications services. Forexample, home-based staff can use a portableterminal during the day to input orders as theyvisit clients☂ premises. On returning home, theycan connect the terminal to their telephone anddownloadthe orders to the company☂s computersystem. Fixed-link alternatives to mobile servicesfor a given application should therefore beidentified, andtheir cost should be compared withthat of the mobile options. Often, the fixed-linkalternativeswill be less expensive because of thelower cost of conventional telephonecalls, butthey may not provide the same degree of re-sponsivenessas the mobile options. Assuming thata mobile communicationssolutionis required, themost important factors to consider are whether touse a public service or to developa private system,and whetherthe chosenservice or system will beable to provide the enhancements that may berequired at a later date.
PUBLIC SERVICES CAN NOW MEET
MOST REQUIREMENTS
Many existing private mobile communicationssystems date from a time when no suitable public
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services were available. The spread of communityrepeaters, cellular services, and public trunkedmobile radio services makeit increasingly likelythat public services will, today, be able to meetthe business and communications needs of mostorganisations. By the middle of the 1990s, onlyexceptional circumstanceswill justify the imple-mentation of a private mobile communicationssystem.
Nevertheless, there will be cases where imple-mentation of a private system is still the bestsolution:
♥ Insomeoutlying areas, the coverage providedby public services maystill be inadequate,orindeed, nonexistent.
♥ For

a

limited numberof organisations, whichhavea large numberof users with high usagerates, and which already use mobile com-munications, it may be less expensive to
 

Figure 4.3 Each organisation needs to assess thesuitability of the available service optionsfor each identified application
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continue to operate a private system because
many of the costs (such as the acquisition of
transmitter sites) have already been incurred.
However, organisations considering up-
grading existing systems should look carefully
at the available public services, particularly
if they have a relatively small number of
users. During our research, we met several
organisations that had switched from private
systems to public services in order to reduce
costs and managementeffort.

♥  Anorganisation may havespecialised require-
ments that cannot be met by public systems.
Security, in some applications, is an obvious
example. The emergency services, which
need complete geographic coverage and a
guarantee thatthe service is always available
for use, is another.

Those organisations that do decide to implement
a private mobile system will need to plan very
carefully. Any private system consisting of more
than a single transmitter located near the opera-
tions centre is potentially complex. In particular,
locating transmitters to achieve satisfactory
coverage at minimum cost, planning how to use
the assigned frequencies, and planning the fixed
networks that connect the transmitters to the
control centres, all need detailed attention. Few
organisations have the necessary skills and ex-
pertise in-house. Where a private system is
unavoidable, it may be sensible to employ the
services of a specialist firm that can plan and
manage the implementation as a turnkey job.
LIKELY SERVICE DEVELOPMENTS
NEED TO BE CONSIDERED
Choosing which type of mobile service to use
dependsnot just on how well the service matches
the proposed requirements. It depends also on
how the use of mobile communicationsis likely to
develop in the future and on the service provider☂s
future plans for the service. For example, if the
plan is to add mobile data communications to an
initial voice-only capability, or to extend coverage
nationwide from a start-up in one region, will the
service providerbe able to support these develop-
ments? Considering these types of issues at the
outset will reduce the chancesof having to scrap
all the equipment andstart again at a later date.

Another consideration is whether a service is
likely to be withdrawnin the foreseeable future,
and it may be necessary to choose a more
expensive service because of this. In some cases,
old-fashioned mobile telephone services are now
cheaper than cellular services, at least for use
within a specific region. However, usage of these
servicesis falling in many countries, following the
introduction of cellular services, and some are
likely to be withdrawn in due course.
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SUPPLIERS MUST BE CHOSEN
WITH CARE

The factors to consider in choosing a supplier of
mobile communications equipmentor services are
the characteristics of the product or service, the
full life-cycle costs of using it, the support pro-
vided by the supplier, the commercial arrange-
ments proposed, and the supplier☂s capabilities
and past record. For any significant mobile
communications requirement, it is advisable to
seek competitive tenders, as it is for any other
major communications contract.

PRODUCT AND SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Choosing between suppliers on the characteristics
of their products and servicesis a matter of match-
ing the business and communications requirements
previously defined for mobile communications
with the features offered. The most important
features to consider are the geographic coverage
and quality of service. For mobile data require-
ments, it is important to check the geographic
coverage over which the claimed data trans-
mission rates can be guaranteed. Mobile data
communication using cellular radio is in its
infancy, and the data service may not be as widely
available as the voice system upon whichit is
based.

FULL LIFE-CYCLE COSTS
It is tempting to choose the supplier who provides
the cheapest equipment, but it is important to
compare the full life-cycle costs of alternative
equipmentandservices. Theinitial cost of buying
the equipment, or the equipmentleasing cost, is
likely to be a small proportion of the total costs,
once usage costs have been taken into account.
When comparing the usage costs of alternative
services, it also important to ensure that
equivalent service levels are being evaluated.
Suppliers of paging services, for example, use
different charging zones. One organisation we
interviewed found that it could save £15,000
($27,000) a year, a third of its paging bill, by
switching to a paging-service supplier with a
different zone pattern. Moreover, the alternative
supplier provided more attractive service
features.

In countries where several suppliers are allowed
to marketcellular equipment, cellular telephones
are frequently offered at highly discounted prices,
in particular to bulk buyers. Where the telephones
are retailed as part of a service that includes the
provision of air time, the low equipment prices
may be accompanied either by higher service
usage charges, or by a tariff structure that leads
to highercosts becauseof the time intervals used
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for charging purposes; alternatively, the customer
may be locked into a long-term contract. Low
equipment prices may also be coupled with
minimal support.
For mobile data communications, comparisons of
operating costs may not be simple because dif-
ferent service suppliers may use different
communications protocols. This can mean that
call-duration times (and therefore costs) can be
substantially different, even where the data
transmission rates are nominally the same. The
main fact to establish is the cost of a typical data-
transmission session. It is the error-correction
components of the protocol that add to the
transmission overhead and slow down the
effective data-transfer rate. Shortercall times can
be achieved with simpler protocols but at the cost
of higher error rates and more failed calls. For
major mobile data communications requirements,
it may be necessary to implement a_ pilot
application in orderto identify the true costs.
LEVEL OF SUPPORT PROVIDED
The level of support offeredis a critical factor in
choosing a mobile communications supplier. Thehighestlevels of support will be required when anorganisation has decided to implementa privatemobile communications system and wants a ser-vice provider to plan and managetheproject. Inthis situation, the service company must be ableto demonstrate expertise in setting up a privateradio system, leasing transmitter sites, obtaininga suitable frequency allocation and the necessarylicences, and setting up communications linksfrom the user☂s site to the transmitter.
Organisations planning to implement a mobile datasystem may need support from the chosen supplierin integrating mobile communications with con-ventional systems and networks. The selectedsupplier may also be required to maintain theequipment and provide software support. Userorganisations should ensure that suppliers havethe capability to deliver the level of support theyclaim to offer, and that they will service theequipment reliably.
Other aspects of support that can be important inspecific cases are training of users and operators♥ for example, dispatchers in dispatch systems,the quality of system documentation, and theability to supply statistics about the volume ofcommunications traffic. The latter may be neededto ensure that private network links havesufficient capacity to transmit informationgenerated by the mobile system.
COMMERCIAL ARRANGEMENTS PROPOSED
The contracts proposed by potential suppliers, andtheir arrangements for billing and account
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management, may affect the choice of supplier,There is a lot of ☁small print☂ in the standardcontracts of some mobile communicationssuppliers, and this needs to be scrutinised verycarefully. In particular, organisations should beawareof the duration of the commitment they areentering into and the respective obligations ofcustomer and supplier. Some user organisationshave, with hindsight, regretted not specifying ahigherlevelof after-sales service in the contract.
Coordinating and managing the use of mobilecommunications services can be very difficultwhere the supplier☂s billing arrangements andaccount-management approach does not matchthe userorganisation☂s requirements. For example,the service provider may insist on submittingseveral invoices covering the same period, or maywant to include charges for mobile services ininvoices for fixed-network services.
SUPPLIERS☂ RECORD
In a rapidly changing industry like mobile com-munications,it is particularly importantto assessthe past record of potential suppliers. The bestindication of whether equipmentis suitable fora particular purpose is to see it workingsatisfactorily in similar circumstances. This isespecially relevantin the newest applications suchas mobile data communications. Potential pur-chasers should therefore ask to be referred toexisting users of the products or services.
In those countries where competition in the supplyof mobile communications terminals (particularlycellular telephones) is permitted, many companiesare setting themselves up as equipmentretailers.The competitionis acute, however,and notall thenew entrantswill stay in business. Indeed, severalhave already goneout of business. Purchasers ofmobile terminals usually have a support contractwith the retailer, and perhaps a contract for airtime as well, so they need to be confident of thelong-term viability of their suppliers, or at leastto ensure that arrangements can be made toguarantee the provision of support and air time
for the duration of the contract.

The competence of the staff who will install theequipmentshould also be checked. Problems havebeen causedbyinsufficiently skilled installers: weheard of one case where the technician installinga cellular telephone drilled 15 holes through thecentre console of a car, looking for the rightposition; the console subsequently had to bereplaced and the car☂s electrical system rebuilt.Cellnet in the United Kingdom claims that up to20 per cent of failed calls can be attributed toincorrectly mounted antennae.Correct positioning
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of the antennais also important for other mobile
communications applications such as vehicle
location.

Theskills of the installer are even more important
for mobile data equipment. Facsimile machines,
modems, and other equipment all need to be
configured correctly, and in manycases, will need
to be set up in a different way from equivalent
machines attached to the public telephone
network. Implementing a mobile data communi-
cations system also requires the suppliers to have

systems-integration skills and the ability to
manage large projects. A record of successful
similar projects is the best way of evaluating
suppliers☂ capabilities in these areas.
Wherever possible, we recommend that the
selected suppliers and installers should be
recognised by a certification scheme such as the
Land Mobile Radio Quality Assurance Scheme
(LMRQAS)that has been introducedin the United
Kingdomforsuppliers andinstallers of land mobile
radio equipment.

 
REPORT CONCLUSION
Mobile communications have reached the stage of
maturity when they needto be takenseriously by
the business community. Pagers and mobiletele-
phonescannolonger be dismissed as playthings,
nor should they be regarded simply as rewardsfor
good performance. Mobile communications can
bring significant benefits to most organisations,in
terms of greater responsiveness, and hence,
competitive advantage, and in manycases, quanti-
fiable cost savings. They must therefore be treated
as a competitive weapon, and deployed in support
of the objectives set for the business as a whole.
Where their purchase and use is coordinated as
part of an overall information technology policy,
the benefits will be even greater.
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Webelieve that it should be the responsibility of
the systems departmentto plan for the purchase
and use of mobile communications. The systems
managershould be responsible for ensuring that
the required knowledge and skills are available,
and for coordinating the use of mobile com-
munications throughout the organisation. In a
broader context, where the legislative environ-
ment is inhibiting the use of technologies that
might further enhancean organisation☂s ability to
compete in the market, systems managers should
see that their boards lobby those in a position to
fight for furtherliberalisation. This may all seem
a daunting prospect for the systems department,
but failure to take up the challenge will mean a
loss of competitive advantage for the vast majority
of organisations.
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Appendix
Cellular data link control (CDLC) protocol for
mobile data communications

Racal-Vodata☂s cellular data link control (CDLC)
protocol is based on the high-level data link
control (HDLC) protocol ♥ CCITT☂s X.25 network-
access protocol. However, CDLC differs from
HDLC in four major ways that make it more
suitable than HDLC for transmitting data over
cellular radio:
♥ It has modified synchronisation fields.
♥ It provides forward error correction.
♥ It providesbit interleaving.
♥ It makes use of selective retransmission.

SYNCHRONISATION FIELDS
Data for communication is allocated to an ☁in-formation field☂ and transmitted in frames. Thestructure of a CDLC framebefore forward errorcorrection and bit interleaving is shown inFigure A.1. The synchronisation field identifiesthe start of the frame andspecifiesits length. Theaddress field carries information about therouteingof the frame. The controlfield providesfor communications-link management functions,including requesting retransmissions. The frame-check sequence is generated according to amathematical formula and is used to check eachframe for errors. Specifying the length of theframein theinitial synchronisation field makes asecond synchronisation field at the end of theframe unnecessary, and reduces errors caused byloss of synchronisation.

FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION
All fields within the CDLC frame contain amultiple of 8 bits. Each 8-bit group is codedintoa 16-bit codeword, using a complex mathematicalalgorithm. The coding is such that even if someof the bits are corrupted during transmission, theerror-correction procedures can identify thatcorruption has taken place. If one or twobitsarecorrupted, the errors can be corrected withoutretransmission. If more than two bits arecorrupted, retransmission is requested.

BIT INTERLEAVING
Whendata is transmitted via cellular radio, errorsare notdistributed evenlyin the bit stream. Whentransmission is broken for a few milliseconds,several errors may occur consecutively. Forforward error correction to be fully effective,these errors need to be split up so that only oneor twoerrors occur in any one codeword.Thisisachieved by ☁bit interleaving☂, asillustrated inFigure A.2, which showsthat the data from 16consecutive codewords is reconstructed into 16new codewordsbeforeit is transmitted. The firstcodeword contains the first bit of each of theoriginal 16 codewords. The second new codewordcontains the secondbit from each of the original16 codewords, and so on.
The selection and interleaving of bits fromsucceeding codewords has the effect ofdistributing the errors that occur together evenlyacross the reconstructed codewords. This reduces

 Figure A.1 Structure of a CDLC frame

Leading synchronisation
field field field

48 bits 8 bits 8 bits Address Control | Frame-check
sequence

 

Up to 504 bits in multiples of 8 bits 16 bits   
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 Figure A.2 Bit interleaving
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the numberof errors in any one codeword, and
hence, the number of retransmissions that are
requested.
SELECTIVE RETRANSMISSION
When more than two errors occur in a 16-bit
codeword used for transmission, retransmission is
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requested. Retransmission is selective ♥ that is,
only corrupted or missing frames are retrans-
mitted. The use of selective retransmission
maximises throughput; typically only 10 per cent
of frames have to be retransmitted.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government, and industry. The company
offers a wide rangeof services both to suppliers and
usersof this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
is aservice operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.

Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundationsets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible
threats arising from developments in the field of
information systems.

The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.

Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundationare large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developments in
information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers
of the technology. The membershipis international,
with participants from Australia, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topics are selected by Butler Cox andhalfby
preferences expressed by the membership. Each year
ashortlist of topicsis circulated for consideration by
the members. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements andas a result
of this process, members☂ preferences are determined.

Before each researchproject starts thereis a further
opportunity for membersto influence the direction of
the research. A detailed description of the project
definingits scope andtheissuestobe addressedis sent
to all members for comment.

The report series
The Foundation publishessix reports each year. The
reports are intendedtobe read primarily by senior and
middle managers who are concerned with the
planningof information systems. Theyare, however,
written ina style that makes them suitable to be read
bothby line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and onofferingadvice and guidanceonhow and
when to address those issues.
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Selected reports
8 Project Management

20 TheInterface Between People and Equipment
24 Investment in Systems
25 System Development Methods
27 Developments in Videotex
28 User Experience with Data Networks
29 Implementing Office Systems
30 End-User Computing
31 A Director☂s Guide to Information Technology
32 Data Management
33 Managing Operational Computer Services
34 Strategic Systems Planning
35 Multifunction Equipment
36 Cost-effective Systems Development and Maintenance
37 Expert Systems
38 Selecting Local Network Facilities
39 Trendsin Information Technology
40 Presenting Information to Managers
41 Managing the Human Aspects of Change
42 Value Added Network Services
43 Managing the Microcomputer in Business
44 Office Systems: Applications and Organisational Impact
45 Building Quality Systems
46 Network Architectures for Interconnecting Systems
47 The Effective Use of System Building Tools
48 Measuring the Performanceof the Information Systems

Function
49 Developing and Implementing a Systems Strategy
50 Unlocking the Corporate Data Resource
51 Threats to Computer Systems
52 Organising the Systems Department
53 Using Information Technology to Improve Decision

Making
54 Integrated Networks
55 Planning the Corporate Data Centre
56 The Impact of Information Technology on Corporate

Organisation Structure
57 Using System Development Methods
58 Senior Management IT Education
59 Electronic Data Interchange
60 Expert Systems in Business
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and Reality
62 Communications Infrastructure for Buildings
63 The Future of the Personal Workstation
64 Managing the Evolution of Corporate Databases
65 Network Management.
66 Marketing the Systems Department
67 Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)

Forthcoming reports
Software Strategy
Electronic Document Management
Human Resources for the Systems Function
Managing Multivendor Systems
Future Information Technologies

Availability of reports
Members of the Butler Cox Foundation receive three
copies of each report upon publication; additional
copiesand copies of earlier reports may be purchased
by members from Butler Cox.
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